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Apilo, Olli, Energy efficiency analysis and improvements of MIMO cellular
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University of Oulu Graduate School; University of Oulu, Faculty of Information Technology
and Electrical Engineering
Acta Univ. Oul. C 765, 2020
University of Oulu, P.O. Box 8000, FI-90014 University of Oulu, Finland

Abstract

This thesis focuses on the energy efficiency of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) cellular
communications. Energy efficiency has been set as one of the main major objectives for modern
cellular networks. According to the requirements of the 5th Generation wireless system (5G),
energy consumption should not increase from the level of the current networks even though the
amount of data in 5G networks is expected to be significantly higher. This thesis contributes in its
part to the energy efficiency target by providing tools and methods for analyzing the link energy
efficiency as well as proposing energy efficiency improvements for MIMO base stations.

The majority of conventional macro base station input power is consumed by its power
amplifiers (PAs). Average PA efficiency measures how efficiently the direct current (DC) input
power is converted to radio frequency (RF) output power. The average PA efficiency of power-
adaptive spatial diversity methods is analyzed and a new metric, PA input signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), is proposed in this thesis. Bit error rate as a function of average PA input SNR captures the
effect of the PA nonideal efficiency to the link performance analysis. It is shown that power-
adaptive transmission methods, which are optimal with ideal PAs, should be replaced with
constant power transmission methods when low efficiency PAs are used.

Massive MIMO and coordinated multi-point (CoMP) have been proposed for modern base
stations for improving the area spectral efficiency. A dynamic point selection (DPS) method with
a static intercell agreement on the transmission point (TP) activity pattern is proposed for CoMP
and distributed antenna systems. The proposed DPS method achieves significant energy efficiency
gain over closed-loop spatial multiplexing with the same level of cell edge spectral efficiency.
Unequal PA dimensioning and cell splitting combined with the adaptation of the number of
antennas is proposed for massive MIMO base stations with digital beamforming. It is shown that
unequal PA dimensioning can reduce the PA power consumption without any negative effect on
the data rates. When a small reduction in the cell sum rate is acceptable, cell splitting is a very
promising method that can achieve a significant energy efficiency improvement.

Keywords: dynamic point selection (DPS), energy efficiency, massive MIMO, multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO), power amplifier (PA) efficiency
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Tiivistelmä

Tässä väitöskirjassa keskitytään MIMO-tiedonsiirron energiatehokkuuteen mobiiliverkoissa.
Energiatehokkuus on asetettu yhdeksi päätavoitteeksi moderneissa mobiiliverkoissa. 5G-vaati-
musten mukaan energiankulutus ei saisi nousta nykyisten tietoliikenneverkkojen tasosta, vaikka
datan määrä 5G-verkoissa tuleekin olemaan huomattavasti suurempi. Tämä väitöskirja koettaa
auttaa näiden tavoitteiden saavuttamisessa tarjoamalla menetelmiä ja työkalujen linkin energia-
tehokkuuden analysointiin sekä ehdottamalla parannuksia MIMO-tukiasemille.

Tehovahvistimet kuluttavat suurimman osan tavallisten makrotukiasemien tehosta. Tehovah-
vistimen keskimääräinen hyötysuhde mittaa, kuinka tehokkaasti sisään tuleva DC-teho muute-
taan lähetettäväksi RF-tehoksi. Tässä väitöskirjassa analysoidaan tehovahvistimien keskimää-
räistä hyötysuhdetta tehoadaptiivisissa tiladiversiteettijärjestelmissä sekä esitetään uusi metriik-
ka, tehovahvistimen sisään tulevan tehon ja vastaanottimen kohinatehon suhde (PA input SNR).
Bittivirhesuhde PA input SNR:n funktiona sisällyttää tehovahvistimen epäideaalisen hyötysuh-
teen mukaan linkin suorituskyvyn analysointiin. Väitöskirjassa näytetään, että tehoadaptiiviset
lähetysmenetelmät, jotka ovat optimaalisia käytettäessä ideaalisia vahvistimia, pitäisi korvata
vakiotehoisilla lähetysmenetelmillä, kun käytetään matalan hyötysuhteen tehovahvistimia.

Massiivi-MIMO- ja CoMP-tekniikoilla voidaan parantaa alueellista spektritehokkuutta. Väi-
töskirjassa esitetään dynaaminen lähetyspisteen valintamenetelmä CoMPjärjestelmille ja hajau-
tetuille antenniryhmille, johon on yhdistetty solujen välinen sopimus aktiivisista lähetyspisteis-
tä. Tällä menetelmällä saavutetaan merkittävästi parempi energiatehokkuus kuin suljetun silmu-
kan tilamultipleksoinnilla (closed-loop spatial multiplexing) ilman, että spektritehokkuus solun
laidalla heikkenee. Lisäksi väitöskirjassa esitetään digitaalista keilanmuodostusta käyttäville
massiivi-MIMO-tukiasemille tehovahvistimien epätasainen mitoitus ja solun halkaisu, joihin on
yhdistetty antennien määrän adaptointi. Tulokset osoittavat, tehovahvistimien epätasainen mitoi-
tus pienentää tehonkulutusta ilman, että datan siirtonopeudet kärsivät. Kun sallitaan, että solun
yhteenlaskettu datan siirtonopeus hieman pienenee, solun halkaisu on erittäin lupaava menetel-
mä, jolla voidaan saavuttaa erittäin merkittävä parannus energiatehokkuudessa.

Asiasanat: DPS, energiatehokkuus, massiivi-MIMO, MIMO-tiedonsiirto,
tehovahvistimen hyötysuhde
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List of abbreviations

5G 5th Generation wireless system

64-QAM 64-Quadrature Amplitude Modulation

AC Alternating Current

ADC Analog to Digital Converter

AS Antenna Selection

AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise

BER Bit Error Rate

BPSK Binary Phase Shift Keying

CB Coordinated Beamforming

cdf Cumulative Distribution Function

CoMP Coordinated Multi-Point

CQI Channel Quality Indicator

CS Coordinated Scheduling

CSI Channel State Information

DAC Digital to Analog Converter

D2D Device-to-Device

DC Direct Current

DL Downlink

DMIMO Distributed MIMO scenario with closed-loop spatial multiplexing and

random RRH location

DPS Dynamic Point Selection

DPS-AR Dynamic Point selection method from Paper III withε̃ = 0 and random

RRH location

DPS-AO Dynamic Point selection method from Paper III withε̃ = 0 and opti-

mized RRH location

DPS-BR Dynamic Point selection method from Paper III withε̃ > 0 and random

RRH location

DPS-BO Dynamic Point selection method from Paper III withε̃ > 0 and opti-

mized RRH location

DPS-CR Dynamic Point selection method from Paper III with no inter-cell agree-

ment and random RRH location

DPS-CO Dynamic Point selection method from Paper III with no inter-cell agree-

ment and optimized RRH location

DRX Discontinuous Reception
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DSP Digital Signal Processing

DTX Discontinuous Transmission

EGC Equal Gain Combining

EGT Equal Gain Transmission

eMBMS Evolved Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service

ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute

EU European Union

E-UTRAN Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network

FDD Frequency Division Duplex

FLOPS Floating Point Operations Per Second

GaN Gallium Nitride

IFFT Inverse Fast Fourier Transform

IoT Internet of Things

ITU International Telecommunication Union

JT Joint Transmission

LOS Line-of-Sight

LTE 3GPP Long Term Evolution

LTE-A LTE-Advanced

LTE-M LTE for Machine-Type Communications

MIMO Multiple-Input Multiple-Output

MISO Multiple-Input Single-Output

ML Maximum Likelihood

MMSE Minimum Mean Square Error

MRC Maximum Ratio Combining

MRT Maximum Ratio Transmission

MU-MIMO Multi-User MIMO

NB-IoT Narrowband IoT

NLOS Non-Line-of-Sight

OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

OFDMA Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access

OPEX Operational Expenses

PAPR Peak-to-Average Power Ratio

PA Power Amplifier

pdf Probability Density Function

PDU Protocol Data Unit

PMI Precoding Matrix Indicator

PRB Physical Resource Block
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PSK Phase Shift Keying

PSM Power Saving Mode

QoS Quality of Service

RF Radio Frequency

RI Rank Indicator

RRH Remote Radio Head

SC Selection Combining

SIC Successive Interference Cancellation

SIMO Single-Input Multiple-Output

SINR Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio

SISO Single-Input Single-Output

SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio

SU-MIMO Single-User MIMO

SVD Singular Value Decomposition

TCI Truncated Channel Inversion

TDD Time Division Duplex

TM Transmission Mode

TP Transmission Point

UE User Equipment

UL Uplink

WF Water-Filling

ZF Zero-Forcing
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List of symbols

a fraction of the RF processing power consumption during sleep mode at

the base station

A cell area

Ac cell center area

A(M) mean SNR scaling factor for EGC

Ab set of cells sharing the same pilot symbols as cell b

b Doherty PA design parameter, b−1 is the number of peaking amplifiers

B channel bandwidth

B set of components in digital baseband processing

c load factor, i.e., the fraction of used PRBs

C channel capacity

Cbat battery capacity in milliwatt hour

d distance between the UE and the base station

dBS inter-base station distance

dmax maximum singular value of the channel matrix

dmin minimum distance between the UE and the base station

D number of bits in a data packet

DDD M×N rectangular diagonal matrix of the singular values of the channel

matrix

e scaling constant for TCI power control

ej partial distance at level j during sphere decoding

Econn energy consumed for the connection establisment

Edisconn energy consumed during the connection release

EPA energy per symbol consumed by a PA

FFF right pseudo-inverse of the channel matrix, i.e., FFF = HHHH
(

HHHHHHH
)−1

g channel gain after diversity combinining

G power gain of a PA

HHH M×N channel matrix

I number of dominant interfering cells

Ib,i mean ratio of path losses between the interfering base station and the

serving base station

J number of spatial multiplexing layers

K number of simultaneously served users in a cell

K̃ number of candidates in the K-best sphere decoding
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l(d) path loss at distance d from the transmitter

L number of symbols in a space-time codeword

M number of receiver antennas

nnn M×1 noise vector

n(k)CQI the index of the transmission point for which the reported CQI is highest

for UE k

N number of transmitter antennas

NBB number of baseband processing units

Nc number of cells supported by a base station

NIFFT length of the IFFT transform

Pb bit error probability

Ps symbol error probability

P system total power consumption

P0 load-independent base station power consumption

Pact power consumed by the cellular subsystem of a mobile terminal while

in the connected mode

PBB power consumed at a baseband processing unit

PBH power consumed for the backhaul of a base station

PBS power consumption of a base station

PC power consumed for base station cooling

PCDL power consumed by DL platform control processing

PCLK power consumed for clock generation

PCUL power consumed by UL platform control processing

PDRX power consumed by the cellular subsystem of a mobile terminal while

in the DRX mode

PFRQ power consumed for frequency synthesis

Pidle power consumed by the cellular subsystem of a mobile terminal while

in the idle mode

Pin power of the signal at the input to a PA

Ploss power lost to heat at a PA

Pmax maximum per-antenna transmitted power

PMC power consumption of multicarrier processing

PMOD power consumption of modulation

POH overhead power consumption of platform control and networkprocess-

ing

PON power consumed when the cellular subsystem of a UE is turned on

PPA power consumed by a PA
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PPS power consumed at the power system of a base station

PRF power consumed by RF circuits

PRx received power

PSNC power consumed for synchronization

PTx transmitted power

PUE power consumed by the cellular subsystem of a mobile terminal

PUL power consumed at a mobile terminal while transmitting

q parameter in the GreenTouch power consumption model

QQQ M×M unitary matrix from the QR decomposition of the channel matrix

Q set of main parameters in the GreenTouch power consumption model

r radius to separate cell center and edge

rSD radius of the sphere decoding algorithm

RRR M×N upper triangular matrix from the QR decomposition of the chan-

nel matrix

R set of components in analog RF processing

Rs symbol rate

RDL downlink data rate

RUL uplink data rate

RUE average achievable per-UE rate

R̃ target per-UE rate

R̆ reference data rate for digital baseband power consumption modelling

sb,q scaling exponent for component b with respect to parameter qin the

GreenTouch power consumption model

sact binary variable indicating whether the UE is in the connected mode or

not

sDRX binary variable indicating whether the UE is in the DRX mode or not

sRx binary variable indicating whether there is on-going reception or not

sTx binary variable indicating whether there is on-going transmission or

not

sss N×1 transmitted signal vector

SSS N×T space-time codeword matrix

tconn duration of the connection establishment

tdisconn duration of the connection release

ti transmission interval

T duration of a space-time codeword in symbol intervals

Tbat battery lifetime in hours

U number of symbols in a frame
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UDPS number of subframes during which the selected TP for a UE is not

changed

UUU M× rank(HHH) left-singular matrix of the channel matrix

VVV N× rank(HHH) right-singular matrix of the channel matrix

ṼVV N×J precoding matrix

WWWRx J×M receiver filtering matrix

WWWTx N×J transmitter filtering matrix

xxx J×1 transmitted symbol vector

X symbol constellation

X set of scheduled UE at the given subframe

yyy M×1 received signal vector

zzz J×1 signal vector after receiver filtering

α parameter defining the switching point for a class-G PA

β battery safety factor

γ received SNR per symbol at the output of receiver filtering

γ̃ j post-processing SINR for layer j

γm,n received SNR per symbol from a single diversity branch

γPA PA input SNR per symbol

δd fraction of resources reserved for DL

δp fraction of resources reserved for pilots

δu fraction of resources reserved for UL

∆P gradient of the load-dependent base station power consumption

εεε K×1 vector of scheduled data bits

ε̃ target number of scheduled bits during the DPS interval

ζa array gain

ζd diversity gain

η efficiency of a PA

ηDSP energy efficiency of digital signal processing (FLOPS/W)

ηEE energy efficiency (bit/J)

ηFEC energy efficiency of channel coding (bit/J)

ηNET energy efficiency of network processing (bit/J)

ηPS efficiency of the power system

ηRF efficiency of the DC-RF conversion

ηSE spectral efficiency (bit/s/Hz)

θm,n phase of channel coefficient hm,n

ϑ envelope tracking PA implementation-dependent parameter
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κ symbol index

λ power control coefficient

ΛΛΛ N×N diagonal power control matrix

µ power control cut-off value

ξ amplitude of the LOS component in Rician fading

ρ per-cell power control parameter for adaptive massive MIMO

ρ j temporary variable required for calculating the distance increment at

level j during sphere decoding

ρmax maximum allowed value forρ
σ2 noise variance

σC cooling loss

σ2
h variance of the in-phase and quadrature components of the received

signal in multipath fading

τ pilot reuse factor

φφφ N×1 vector of the phases of the principal right singular vector of the

channel matrix

ϕ PA output power backoff

ψψψ UDPS×1 vector indicating which TP is transmitting at subframe u

ωωω(k) N×1 vector of wideband CQI values for UE k

|x| absolute value of variable x

x average of variable x

B(x,y) beta function of variables x and y

O( f (x)) Big O notation, an algorithm has order of f(x) complexity

xxxi ith column of matrix XXX

Q(x) complementary cdf of the standard normal distribution

x∗ complex conjugate of complex variable x

XXXH conjugate transpose of matrix XXX

RRRxxx covariance matrix of vector xxx

Fx(x) cumulative distribution function of random variable x

det(XXX) determinant of square matrix XXX

xi ith element of vector xxx

xi, j element at the ith column and jth row of matrix XXX

erf(x) error function

x̂ estimate of random variable x

||xxx|| Euclidian norm of vector xxx

E[x] expected value of random variable x
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Qm(x,y) generalized Marcum Q function of order m of variables x and y

IIIX X×X identity matrix

max
x

f (x,y) maximum of function f(x,y) when optimized with respect to variable x

max{x,y,z} maximum value from set{x,y,z}
x+ max{x,0}
xmax maximum value of variable x

min{x,y,z} minimum value from set{x,y,z}
Iα(x) modified Bessel function of the first kind and orderα of variable x

|X| number of elements in setX

2F1(a,b;c;x) ordinary hypergeometric function or variable x with parameters a, b,

and c

fx(x) probability distribution function of random variable x

pX(x) probability mass function of discrete random variable X

P(A) probability that condition A is fulfilled

rank(XXX) rank of matrix XXX

xxx′i ith row of matrix XXX

Tr(XXX) trace of square matrix XXX

XXXT transpose of matrix XXX

argmax
x

f (x) value of variable x that maximizes f(x)
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1 Introduction

The amount of data traffic in cellular networks is expected togrow at the compound

annual growth rate of 31% and reach enormous 136 exabytes permonth by the end of

2024. At the same time, it is expected that 40% of the world population will have their

mobile access through 5th Generation wireless system (5G) networks [7]. To prevent

the explosive growth in carbon dioxide emissions and operational costs of cellular net-

works, International Telecommunication Union (ITU) has set an ambitious target: The

energy consumption in 5G networks should not increase from the level of current 3GPP

Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks [8]. This relationship between the transmitted

data and the related energy consumption, the energy efficiency, is the main theme in

this thesis. More precisely, the energy efficiency in wireless communications is defined

as the ratio of the number of successfully received information bits divided by the en-

ergy consumed for transmitting and receiving those bits [9].

It has been estimated that cellular base stations contribute up to 80% of the total

power consumption of the entire access network [10]. The most important parameters

affecting the base station power consumption are the numberof sectors, transmission

power, number of antennas, bandwidth, and the load, i.e., the fraction of the used phys-

ical resource blocks (PRBs) [11]. Even if there is no data traffic in a cell, base stations

consume a significant amount of power unless they are shut down or put into sleep

mode. For traditional macro base stations, the power amplifiers can contribute even

50-80% of the total power consumption [12]. Thus, it is essential to design power am-

plifiers (PAs) with the highest possible efficiency, which isdefined as the ratio of the

radio frequency (RF) transmitted power to the direct current (DC) power drawn from a

power supply [13].

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) communications have been included in mod-

ern wireless communication systems due to the capability toimprove both the reliability

and the spectral efficiency [14]. The reliability has been defined as the number of sent

protocol data units (PDUs) for the given layer successfullydelivered to the destination

within the time constraint required by the targeted service, divided by the total number

of sent PDUs [15, 16]. Reliability is evaluated only when thenetwork is available for

the targeted communication. Modern wireless communication systems such as LTE are

based on retransmissions at different layers when the reception of the PDU for the given

layer was unsuccessful. MIMO techniques can increase the reliability at the physical

layer by reducing the need for upper layer retransmissions and, correspondingly, reduc-

ing the probability that a PDU is not received within the timeconstraint. It should be
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noted that traditionally reliability has been defined somewhat differently in the reliabil-

ity theory than in the field of communications [17].

MIMO techniques can be divided into three main classes [18]:beamforming, spa-

tial diversity, and spatial multiplexing. Beamforming filters the transmitted or received

signal based on the estimates of the directions of the user equipments (UEs) such that

the signal towards the served UE is boosted while minimizingradiation towards the

other UEs. Spatial diversity is used for mitigating the effect of multipath fading in wire-

less links by sending or receiving the same data over multiple uncorrelated antennas. In

spatial multiplexing, several independent data streams are transmitted from multiple an-

tennas to a multi-antenna receiver that detects the data streams with the help of channel

estimates. When all the data streams are intended for a singleUE, spatial multiplex-

ing is often referred to as single-user MIMO (SU-MIMO). When spatial multiplexing

is used to divide the data streams towards multiple UEs, thisis commonly referred

to as multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO) [19]. The base station antennas can also be de-

ployed at different geographical locations, or neighboring base stations can co-operate

in transmission or reception. These kind of distributed antenna systems are referred

to as coordinated multi-point (CoMP) in LTE. The main benefits from CoMP are im-

proved reliability for UEs at the cell edge due to macroscopic diversity or inter-cell

interference reduction [20].

MU-MIMO with a large number antennas at the base station, which is also referred

to as massive MIMO, has the potential to provide a significantgain in the area spectral

efficiency, which is defined as the spectral efficiency normalized by the area [21], and

it is expected to be one of the key enablers for 5G [22]. It has been shown that as the

number of antennas grow towards infinity, the effects of thermal noise and fading are

averaged out and the performance is limited by the intercellinterference to pilot sym-

bols [23]. Having much more base station antennas than served UEs provide degrees of

freedom that can be used for focusing the received energy into small regions of space.

This improves both throughput and reduces the transmitted power levels compared to

conventional base stations [24]. Massive MIMO is especially useful for millimeter wave

communications where the short wavelengths reduce the required size of the antenna

arrays considerably. In addition, the narrow beams steer the power more efficiently,

partially compensating the high path losses from millimeter wave propagation [25].

The cost for increased reliability and spectral efficiency in MIMO systems is the

increased computation complexity and power consumption. In conventional transceiver

architectures, each antenna requires its own RF processingchain whose power con-

sumption exceeds 10 W (excluding the power consumed at PAs) in macro base sta-

tions [11, 26]. In addition, the complexity of spatial multiplexing detection and pre-
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coding grows at least polynomially with the number of antennas [14]. For these rea-

sons, it is important to accurately estimate the energy efficiency of MIMO commu-

nications under all channel and traffic conditions, and adapt the system accordingly.

For instance, adapting the number of actively transmittingand receiving antennas has

been shown to improve the energy efficiency significantly forboth SU-MIMO and

MU-MIMO [27,28].

1.1 Objectives and scope

The objective of this thesis is to provide novel tools and methods for analyzing and

improving energy efficiency in MIMO cellular communications. Another important

objective is to propose energy efficiency improvements for CoMP and massive MIMO

systems, which are key techniques for LTE-Advanced (LTE-A)and 5G systems. The

research for this thesis started from the efficiency analysis of the most power consuming

component in a macro base station, the PA. The focus later broadened to consider the

power consumption of the whole base station and, eventually, the whole cell. Similar

evolution from simple to more complex systems can be seen as the analysis of a single

link broadened to multi-cellular systems. In the spatial domain, the focus was first on

diversity, then on spatial multiplexing, and finally on MU-MIMO.

This thesis is based on five published papers which presentedthe results of three

different research projects with different scopes and expectations. This partially ex-

plains the wide variety in research questions and system assumptions. However, the

common theme for all of the papers is clear: the energy efficiency of MIMO cellular

communications. The research questions considered in thisthesis are listed below:

1. What is the effect of spatial diversity methods on the average efficiency of power

amplifiers? (Papers I and II)

2. How to capture the effect of power amplifier efficiency in link performance analysis.

(Paper II)

3. How to improve the energy efficiency of CoMP without changes to the LTE stan-

dards. (Paper III)

4. How to improve the energy efficiency of modern cellular systems when the traffic

load is high. (Papers III and V)

5. How to improve the energy efficiency of massive MIMO based on digital beamform-

ing. (Papers IV and V)

Energy efficiency of multi-antenna cellular communications is a very broad topic.

In order to sharpen the focus, traditional beamforming based on the direction estimation
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has been excluded. In addition, only the operational energyis considered for the energy

efficiency in this thesis. This excludes the embodied energyconsisting of the energy

required for acquiring and processing the raw materials, manufacturing, transportation,

installation, and maintenance. The efficiency or power consumption of PAs is consid-

ered in all papers with a special focus in Papers I, II, and IV.The nonlinearities of the

PAs are modelled using the soft limiter model which assumes that the PA is linear until

a certain input level and any signals with higher input amplitudes are ideally clipped.

The linearization techniques, which makes the PAs appear assoft limiters, are out of

the scope of this thesis.

1.2 Contribution of the thesis

This thesis contributes to increasing the understanding ofthe energy efficiency of MIMO

communications. Papers I and II analyze the energy efficiency of a single link in cases

where the PA power consumption dominates the total power budget. The earlier work

on analyzing the average PA efficiency [29–31] is extended toconsider the effect of

spatial diversity. The effect of the nonideal PA efficiency is included in the link per-

formance analysis by introducing a new metric PA input signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),

which is defined as the ratio of the mean PA input energy from the power supply to the

receiver noise spectral density. When the bit error rate (BER) is presented as a function

of the average PA input SNR, it is possible to evaluate which transmission and reception

methods reach the target BER with the least PA input energy.

In the second part of the thesis, the focus is broadened from asingle link to a whole

cell while taking into account the power consumption of the entire base stations. Pa-

per III proposes energy efficiency improvement for the intra-cell CoMP or distributed

antenna systems by agreeing to the set of transmitting antennas among the neighbor-

ing cells, and transmitting only from a single antenna per cell during a given time slot.

Papers IV and V propose two methods to improve the energy efficiency of digital beam-

forming massive MIMO base stations: unequal PA dimensioning and cell splitting. Un-

equal PA dimensioning reduces power consumption without any negative effect on the

data rates. When a relatively small cell sum rate reduction isaccepted, cell splitting

provides significant energy efficiency gain.

The author has performed all the analysis, simulations, andnumerical optimization

presented in papers I-V. He has also written the papers whilethe role of the other

authors has been steering the work and providing suggestions for improving the presen-

tation in the papers.
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1.3 Structure of the thesis

The thesis consists of four chapters. The first chapter givesa brief introduction and

motivation to energy-efficient MIMO cellular communications, outlines the research

problems, and summarizes the contribution of the papers that are the basis of this thesis.

The literature surveys on MIMO communications and energy-efficient cellular commu-

nications are presented in Chapter 2. The research performed for papers I-V is summa-

rized in Chapter 3. Finally, Chapter 4 concludes the thesis with the analysis of the main

findings and their applicability.
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2 Background

2.1 Multi-antenna wireless communications

A multi-antenna communication link is formed when either the transmitter or receiver

uses multiple antennas. The corresponding terms multiple-input single-output (MISO)

and single-input multiple-output (SIMO) are often used to describe which side of the

link has multiple antennas, while MIMO refers to the case when there are multiple

antennas at both sides [32]. Multi-antenna techniques can be divided into three main

classes [18]: beamforming, spatial diversity, and spatialmultiplexing. Beamforming

filters the transmitted or received signal based on the estimates of the directions of

the UEs such that the signal towards the served UE is boosted while minimizing ra-

diation towards the other UEs. Spatial diversity is used formitigating the effect of

multipath fading in wireless links by sending or receiving the same data over multiple

uncorrelated antennas. In spatial multiplexing, several independent data streams are

transmitted from multiple antennas to a multi-antenna receiver that attempts to detect

the data streams with the help of MIMO channel estimates. Whenall the data streams

are transmitted to or received from a single UE, spatial multiplexing is often referred

to as SU-MIMO. When spatial multiplexing is used to divide thedata streams towards

multiple UEs, it is commonly referred to as MU-MIMO [19]. Massive MIMO is a

variant of MU-MIMO, with the number of base station antennasmuch larger than the

number of served UEs [33]. A block diagram for a general multi-antenna transmitter

and receiver is shown in Fig. 1. The feedback loop of channel estimates is optional;

only closed-loop techniques have the loop and availabilityof some channel knowledge

at the transmitter. The number of simultaneously transmitted independent data symbols

is J > 2 for spatial multiplexing, andJ = 1 for spatial diversity.

Modulator
Data bits

Transmitter 

spatial 

filtering

J symbols N antennas M antennas

Channel 

estimator

N x M channel estimates

Receiver 

spatial 

filtering

N x M channel estimates

Demodulator

J symbol estimates

Data bit 

estimates

Fig. 1. Block diagram for general multi-antenna transmitte r and receiver.
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coding
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coding
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Fig. 2. Classification of multi-antenna techniques.

The classification of the multi-antenna techniques is shownin Fig. 2. In this thesis,

the focus is on spatial diversity and multiplexing, which are reviewed in Sections 2.1.1

and 2.1.2, respectively. In addition, the application of multi-antenna techniques in cur-

rent LTE and emerging 5G cellular communications are discussed in Section 2.1.3. Ex-

tensive reviews on multi-antenna communications are presented in [14, 34–36]. Based

on the earlier reviews, it is interesting to notice that someauthors exclude beamform-

ing when discussing MIMO wireless communications [34, 35],while others include

it [14, 36]. This is mostly due to different definitions on beamforming. For instance,

MU-MIMO can be understood as beamforming towards the UEs using the information

on channel coefficients rather than the directions of the UEs. Similarly, massive MIMO

is effectively beamforming with multiple very narrow beams. To highlight the concep-

tual similarities between conventional beamforming and MU-MIMO, dashed lines are

shown in Fig. 2. MU-MIMO and massive MIMO are reviewed in Section 2.1.2 but a

review of conventional direction-based beamforming is excluded from this thesis. Good

reviews on beamforming can be found, e.g., from [37] and [38].

2.1.1 Spatial diversity

The idea of diversity is to provide the receiver with multiple versions of the transmitted

signal under multipath fading. Diversity in the spatial domain was proposed already in

1931 by Beverage and Peterson [39,40]. The early ideas of spatial diversity were mostly

unnoticed until the 1950s when several experimental and theoretical papers, such as [41]

and [42], were published. Since then, spatial diversity hasbeen reviewed, e.g., in [43–
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46]. When spatial diversity is used, the diversity branches are formed by transmitting or

receiving the signal with multiple antennas. The probability that all the branches are in

deep fade reduces with the increasing number of branches. Obviously, the probability

of deep fade is minimized when the diversity branched are uncorrelated.

Let us assume thatN andM antennas are available at the transmitter and receiver,

respectively, and the channel stays constant for each symbol duration. Theκ th sample

of the received signal can be given as

yyy(κ) = HHH(κ)wwwTx(κ)x(κ)+nnn(κ), (1)

whereyyy(κ) is theM×1 received signal vector,HHH(κ) is theM×N narrowband channel

matrix, wwwTx(κ) is theN×1 transmitter filtering vector,x(κ) is the transmitted symbol

with E[|x(κ)|2] = 1, andnnn(κ) is theM×1 noise vector whose entries are independent

and complex Gaussian distributed with zero mean and variance σ2. In this section, it is

assumed that the transmitted power is normalized to unity, unless otherwise stated. The

post-combining signalz(κ) is given by

z(κ) = wwwRx(κ)yyy(κ), (2)

wherewwwRx(κ) is the 1×M receiver filtering vector. The resulting post-combining SNR,

i.e., ratio of the received symbol energy and the noise spectral density, is then

γ =
|wwwRx(κ)HHH(κ)wwwTx(κ)|2

σ2‖wwwRx(κ)‖2
. (3)

When the signals from different diversity branches are combined, the SNR at the

output of the combiner is increased over the average SNR of a single branch. This array

gainζa is simply defined as [47]

ζa =
γ

γm,n
, (4)

whereγ is the average post-combining SNR, andγm,n is the average SNR from a sin-

gle diversity branch. The maximum array gain with uncorrelated diversity branches is

the square of the maximum singular value of the channel matrix HHH [48]. This can be

achieved only when there is channel knowledge both at the transmitter and at the re-

ceiver. In SIMO and MISO systems, the maximum achievable array gains areM andN,

respectively [48]. The use of diversity also results in a reduced error probability that is

often characterized by the diversity gainζd which is defined as [49]

ζd = lim
γm→∞

− log2Ps

log2 γm
, (5)
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wherePs is the average symbol error probability. It can be seen from (5) that the diver-

sity gain is the asymptotic negative slope of the log-log plot of the average symbol error

probability versus SNR. When the probability of error is drawn as a function ofγm, the

diversity gain is visible as the increase in the slope, whilethe array gain can be seen as

the shift of the error curve along the SNR dimension [14]. Themaximum achievable

diversity gain over a multi-antenna link isζdmax = MN [49].

Receiver diversity

The simplest way to use spatial diversity at the receiver is to measure the signal strength

at each diversity branch and use the signal only from the strongest branch. This is called

selection combining (SC) [42]. AssumingN = 1, the post-combining SNR is simply

γSC=
max{|h1(κ)|2, |h2(κ)|2, . . . , |hM(κ)|2}

σ2 = max{γ1,γ2, . . . ,γM}. (6)

If we have uncorrelated diversity branches with Rayleigh fading, theγm is exponentially

distributed with meanγm and the probability density function (pdf) ofγSC can be given

as [42]

fγSC(γ) =
M
γm

(

1−e−γ/γm

)M−1
e−γ/γm (7)

with mean

γSC= γm

M

∑
m=1

1
m
. (8)

Thus, the SC array gainζa,SC= γSC/γm diminishes with the increasing number of anten-

nas. SC as well as the two other basic combining methods, equal gain combining (EGC)

and maximum ratio combining (MRC), all achieve the full diversity gainM in SIMO

systems [50].

EGC co-phases the received signal on each branch and combines them with the

same weight [42] such that the receiver filtering becomes

wRx,m(κ) = e− jθm(κ), ∀m= 1, . . . ,M, (9)

whereθm is the phase of the channel coefficient, i.e.,hm(κ) = |hm(κ)|ejθm(κ). The

post-combining SNR is

γEGC=
1

Mσ2

(

M

∑
m=1
|hm(κ)|

)2

. (10)
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The distribution ofγEGC does not exist in closed form forM > 2 [42]. However, for

uncorrelated Rayleigh fading, it can be approximated by [51]

fγEGC(γ)≈
γM−1e−A(M)γ/γm

(γm/A(M))M(M−1)!
, (11)

whereA(M) is the mean SNR scaling factor given by

A(M) =
M
2

(

(2M−1)!
(M−1)!22M−1

)−1/M

. (12)

For uncorrelated Rayleigh fading, the mean post-combiningSNR can be shown to be

[52]

γEGC= γm

(

1+(M−1)
π
4

)

. (13)

It can be seen from (8) and (13) that EGC always achieves a better array gain than se-

lection combining. The difference between EGC array gain and the maximum possible

array gainMγm approaches 1.05 dB whenM→ ∞.

The third basic receiver diversity method, MRC, uses both the amplitude and phase

estimates of the channel coefficients for coherent combining [42]. The received signal is

filtered by the complex conjugates of the channel coefficients and the receiver filtering

is simply

wRx,m(κ) = h∗m(κ). (14)

By substituting (14) to (3), the post-combining SNR becomesthe sum of branch SNRs

γMRC =
‖hhh(κ)‖4

σ2‖hhh(κ)‖2 =
‖hhh(κ)‖2

σ2 =
M

∑
m=1

γm. (15)

As the sum of independent exponentially distributed randomvariables is chi-square

distributed, the pdf ofγMRC under uncorrelated Rayleigh fading can be given as

fγMRC(γ) =
γM−1e−γ/γm

γM
m(M−1)!

(16)

and the mean post-combining SNR is

γMRC = Mγm. (17)

Thus, MRC is able to achive the maximum possible array gain.

The BERPb in fading channels can be achieved by integrating over the distribution

of SNR

Pb =
∫ ∞

0
Pb(γ) fγ(γ)dγ . (18)
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Fig. 3. BER of receiver diversity methods with BPSK modulatio n in Rayleigh fading.

The BERs as a function ofγm of the three basic receiver diversity methods with bi-

nary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation havingPb(γ) = Q(
√

2γ) in uncorrelated

Rayleigh fading are shown in Fig. 3. It is clearly visible that the slope of the BER curve

corresponding to the diversity gain is the same for all methods.

Transmitter diversity

When the transmitter has knowledge of the channel coefficients, it is possible to ap-

ply SC, EGC, and MRC also at the transmitting side. The corresponding methods

are called antenna selection (AS), equal gain transmission(EGT), and maximum ratio

transmission (MRT) with the same array and diversity gains as the corresponding re-

ceiver diversity methods when the transmitter has the channel knowledge. Unless the

downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) channels have the same channelcoefficients, a closed

loop is required between the transmitter and receiver to feed back the estimates of the

channel coefficients. Because AS requires only feedback of logN bits for selecting

the antenna that results in the highest received SNR, it is the easiest to implement for

practical frequency division duplex (FDD) systems. AS and EGT also have the bene-

fit of keeping the per-antenna transmission power constant.MRT sets the transmitter

filtering coefficients according to channel coefficients, making the instantaneous per-

antenna transmission power vary. Given the total transmitted powerPTx, the average
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per-antenna transmission power in MRTPTx,n = PTx/N, and the extreme case is when

almost all the transmission power is fed to a single antenna.

When bothN > 1 andM > 1, the diversity methods can be applied to both sides

of the link. The performance analysis for the cases when the receiver uses MRC are

presented in [53], [54] and [55] for AS, EGT, and MRT respectively. The optimal

MRT/MRC transmission and receiver filtering vectors can be presented compactly with

the help of singular value decomposition (SVD) of the channel matrix [56]. Given

SVD HHH =UUUDDDVVVH , the optimal filtering vectors arewwwTx = vvvmax andwwwRx = uuuH
max where

vvvmax anduuumax are the principal singular vectors ofHHH, i.e., column vectors ofVVV andUUU

corresponding to the maximum singular valuedmax. The resulting received SNR can be

shown to be [56]

γMRT/MRC =
d2

max

σ2 . (19)

The pdf ofγMRT/MRC is presented in closed-form in [55]. The optimal EGT/MRC trans-

mitter and receiver filtering vectors are [54]

(wtx,wrx) = arg max
wtx,wrx

∣

∣wH
rxHwtx

∣

∣ , (20)

wherewtx,n = exp( jψn)/
√

N andwrx =Hwtx/||Hwtx||. No unique closed-form solution

exist forψn. However, filtering vectors almost reaching the received SNR of MRT/MRC

are given as [54]

wtx =
1√
N

(

1 ej(φ2−φ1) ej(φ3−φ1) · · · ej(φN−φ1)
)T

, (21)

whereφ1,φ2, · · · ,φN are the phases of the principal right singular vector of the channel

matrix. In the case of MISO, the optimal EGT transmitter filtering vector equals the

normalized EGC receiver filtering vector, i.e.,

wtx,n =
1√
N

e− jθn, ∀n= 1, . . . ,N. (22)

EGT used in a MISO system results in the received SNR loss whencompared to MRT.

The amount of loss is at minimum 0.5 dB whenN = 2, and it increases as the number

of antennas is increased saturating at 1.049 dB [57].

When the transmitter has no channel knowledge available, transmitter diversity can

be exploited by open-loop space-time coding methods [58]. Without the channel knowl-

edge, space-time codes cannot achieve any array gain. Instead, they are usually de-

signed to achieve the full diversity gain by spreading the data symbols in both space and

time domains. Space-time codes can be further divided into block and trellis codes [59].

Space-time block codes mapL symbols into codeword matrixSof sizeN×T whereT
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is the duration of the codeword given in symbol intervals. Itis usually assumed that the

channel stays constant for the duration of the codeword. Space-time trellis coding is

an extension of convolutional coding into multi-antenna communications. Space-time

trellis coding is reviewed, e.g., in [60].

The Alamouti code [61] is a simple and widely used space-timeblock code for

L = N = T = 2 that is able to provide full diversity gain with linear decoding complex-

ity. Space-time coding principles can also be applied to thefrequency domain for the

multicarrier systems if it can be assumed that the channel isconstant overT subcar-

riers [62]. This kind of space-frequency block coding has been widely implemented

in wireless communications standards, such as LTE [14]. TheAlamouti code struc-

ture was shown to be an application of the theory of orthogonal designs in [59] where

guidelines for creating orthogonal space-time codes for generalN were presented. It

is common for all orthogonal space-time codes to provide thefull diversity gain with

linear decoding complexity. However, with complex symbol constellations, there is an

inevitable symbol rate loss, i.e.,L < T whenN > 2 [59]. If higher decoding complex-

ity is allowed, it is possible to design space-time block codes with the full diversity

gain andL = T for anyN. This set of codes is called space-time linear complex field

codes whose maximum-likelihood decoding for a symbol constellationX requires go-

ing through|X|N transmitted symbol candidates [60].

2.1.2 Spatial multiplexing

When there are multiple antennas at both sides of the communication link, it is possible

to increase the data rate by transmitting independent data streams or layers using the

same time-frequency resources. This is called spatial multiplexing and its initial idea

was presented for wireless channels by Paulraj and Kailath in the early 1990s [63].

Their work was inspired by the multi-channel transmission over wired cable pairs with

interchannel interference [64,65]. The capacity gain fromspatial multiplexing was first

formally shown by Telatar in [66]. When the number of spatial multiplexing layers isJ,

we can extend (1) to be

yyy(κ) = HHH(κ)WWWTx(κ)xxx(κ)+nnn(κ) = HHH(κ)sss(κ)+nnn(κ), (23)

whereWWWTx(κ) is theN× J transmitter filtering matrix,xxx(κ) is theJ× 1 transmitted

symbol vector withE[xxxxxxH ] = IIIJ, sss(κ) is theN×1 transmitted signal vector, andJ ≤
N≤M. The resulting MIMO instantaneous capacity can be given by [67]

C= max
RRRsss:Tr(RRRsss)=PTx

Blog2det

(

IIIM +
1

σ2 HHHRRRsssHHH
H
)

, (24)
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whereB is the channel bandwidth andRRRsss is N×N input covariance matrix, i.e., the

covariance matrix ofsss.

The optimal input covariance matrix depends on the channel distribution and on the

availability of the channel knowledge at the transmitter. When the transmitter has no

channel knowledge, the obvious strategy is to setJ = M andWWWTx =
√

PTx/NIIIN, which

results in the optimum input covariance matrix under uncorrelated Rayleigh fading [68].

Several other strategies for transmitter filtering when thetransmitter has partial channel

knowledge are reviewed in [69]. When there is full channel knowledge available at the

transmitter, the optimum transmitter and receiver filtering matrices areWWWTx = ΛΛΛVVV and

WWWRx =UUUH whereΛΛΛ is a diagonalN×N power control matrix whose diagonal elements

are given by [32]

Λn =

√

(

µ− σ2

d2
n

)+

(25)

andµ is a power control cut-off value solved from∑N
n=1 Λ2

n = PTx. This results in the

capacity

C=
N

∑
n=1

Blog2

(

1+
Λ2

nd2
n

σ2

)

. (26)

The number of parallel independent subchannels is determined by the rank of the

channel matrix, rank(HHH) ≤ min{M,N}, which equals the number of nonzero singular

values of the channel matrix. IfJ> rank(HHH), the receiver cannot decode all transmitted

layers. This is also visible in (26) where only nonzero values ofdn increase the capacity.

In practical systems, such as LTE, UEs always feed back the rank of the channel matrix

even though other feedback of the channel matrix is not mandatory [70].

Spatial multiplexing detection

When no channel knowledge is available at the transmitter, the SVD-based transmitter

and receiver filtering cannot be used to decouple the transmitted symbols. In this case,

the problem at the receiver is to find the most likely transmitted symbol vector given

the received signal vector and the channel estimate matrix.This problem of spatial

multiplexing detection has been solved by a rich variety of detection algorithms of

varying complexity, which has been reviewed, e.g., in [60,71,72]. For simplicity, let us

assume thatPTx = N and correspondinglyWWWTx = IIIN andsss= xxx. The optimal solution

to the problem is provided by the maximum likelihood (ML) detector that selects the

transmitted symbol vector estimate such that [73]

x̂xxML = arg min
xxx∈XN
||yyy−HHHxxx||2. (27)
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The ML detector makes an exhaustive search over all possible|X|N candidate vectors

xxx and selects the one for whichHHHxxx is closest toyyy. The size of the search space soon

becomes prohibitive as the constellation size or the numberof antennas is increased.

To reduce the computational complexity of spatial multiplexing detection, several sub-

optimal detection algorithms have been proposed.

The lowest complexity spatial multiplexing detection can be done with linear re-

ceiver filtering. The output of the receiver filter is aJ×1 post-processing signal vector

zzz(κ) that is given by

zzz(κ) =WWWRx(κ)yyy(κ), (28)

whereWWWRx(κ) is theJ×M receiver filtering matrix. A simple approach is to apply the

well-known zero-forcing (ZF) equalization [74] in the spatial domain. The ZF receiver

filtering matrix is given as [75]

WWWRx,ZF=
(

HHHHHHH
)−1

HHHH . (29)

The ZF estimate can be seen as a solution to the ML detection problem with uncon-

strained transmitted symbol constellation. When the condition number of the channel,

i.e., the ratio of the largest and smallest singular values of HHH, is close to one, the per-

formance of the ZF detector is very close to the ML performance [76]. Although ZF ef-

fectively eliminates the interference between the MIMO subchannels, it enhances noise

and performs poorly in channels with the high condition number.

Another well-known linear equalization, minimum mean square error (MMSE) [77],

can also be used for MIMO detection in order to reduce the effect of the noise en-

hancement. The MMSE detection effectively maximizes the post-detection signal-to-

interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) by filtering the received signal with [78]

WWWRx,MMSE=
(

HHHHHHH +σ2III
)−1

HHHH . (30)

It can be seen from (30) that at low SNR, MMSE detection approaches matched filtering

WWWRx,MMSE≈ 1/σ2HHHH . Correspondingly, at high SNR, MMSE detection approaches

the ZF detection. The computational complexities of both ZFand MMSE detection are

dictated by the matrix inversion.

If higher complexity is allowed, the performance of linear detectors can be improved

by interference cancellation. The principle of successiveinterference cancellation (SIC)

[79] was applied for spatial multiplexing detection in [75]. With SIC detection, the

symbols are detected in the order of decreasing power such that the interference effect of

the detected symbol is subtracted from the other symbols. The SIC spatial multiplexing

algorithm can be formulated as follows:
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1. Initialize i = 1, yyy(1) = yyy, WWW(1) =WWWT
Rx, andς1 = argmin
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2. Set ˜xςi =
(

www(i)
ςi

)T
yyy(i).

3. Demodulate ˜xςi to obtain the symbol estimate ˆxςi .

4. Setyyy(i+1) = yyy(i)−hhhςi x̂ςi .

5. SetHHHςi as the channel matrixHHH with columnsς1, . . . ,ςi zeroed.

6. CalculateWWWRx from HHHςi and setWWW(i+1) =WWWT
Rx.

7. Solveςi+1 = arg min
m/∈{ς1,...,ςi}
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∣
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.

8. If i < M, seti = i +1 and go to Step 2.

It is clear that any errors in symbol estimates ˆxςi also propagate to remaining sym-

bols. Thus, SIC performs well when there is a substantial difference in received signal

strengths of the transmitted symbols. The number of iterations in the SIC algorithm

equalsM, resulting in the complexity increase ofM in comparison to linear detection

methods. However, at each iteration the channel matrix to beinverted becomes more

sparse, which reduces the complexity of the channel inversion.

Another approach to computationally feasible spatial multiplexing detection is to

reduce the complexity of direct ML detection by restrictingthe size of the search space.

This set of algorithms is based on the idea of sphere decoding[80,81] that searches for

transmitted candidates within a sphere of radiusrSD centered at the ZF estimate of the

transmitted symbol vector. The essential idea in sphere decoding is to apply the QR

decomposition to the channel matrix and reformulate the ML detection problem to a

normal tree search problem. Given the QR decompositionHHH = QQQRRR whereQQQ is M×M

unitary matrix andRRR is M×N upper triangular matrix, the ML detection problem can

be given as [60]

x̂xxML = arg min
xxx∈XN
||yyy−HHHxxx||2 = arg min

xxx∈XN
||RRR(xxx− x̂xxZF) ||2

= arg min
xxx∈XN

R2
N,N (xN−ρN)

2+R2
N−1,N−1(xN−1−ρN−1)

2+ · · ·+R2
1,1 (x1−ρ1)

2 ,

(31)

where x̂xxZF =
(

HHHHHHH
)−1

HHHHyyy, ρN = x̂N, and ρn = x̂n−∑N
j=n+1(x j − x̂ j)Rn, j/Rn,n for

n = 1, . . . ,N−1. The recursive equation in (31) can be arranged into a weighted tree

that has its root at levelj = N+1 and leaves at levelj = 1. Each branch in the tree

is associated with distance incrementR2
j, j (x j −ρ j)

2 and each node is associated with

partial distance

e2
j =

N

∑
n= j

R2
n,n (xn−ρn)

2 = e2
j+1+R2

j, j (x j −ρ j)
2 . (32)
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The sphere decoding restricts the search for a set of candidates satisfying||RRR(xxx− x̂xx) ||2<
r2
SD. This can be applied to the search tree by pruning out the branch below a node

at level j if its partial distance does not satisfye2
j < r2

SD. Obviously the selection of

a proper search radius is essential in the sphere decoding detection. The complexity

reduction gain is lost with a too large search radius, and on the other hand, the ML solu-

tion may not be found with a too small radius. From the practical point of view, sphere

decoding and its variants are not suitable in all high data rate applications because their

execution time is random and can vary considerably depending on the channel con-

ditions. Those channels with a high condition number lead tohigh sphere detection

complexity [82].

For applications requiring a constant run time, several fixed-complexity approxi-

mate ML detectors have been proposed [14]. A K-best sphere detector applies the

breadth-first search strategy for the spatial multiplexingdetection problem [83,84]. The

pre-phases, i.e., the QR decomposition and the ZF estimate calculation, are the same

as for the conventional sphere decoding. The search proceeds similarly one level at a

time from the root atj = N+1 towards the leaves at levelj = 1. The partial Euclidian

distances are calculated according to (32) and at mostK̃ candidates with the smallest

partial distances are selected. At the next level, the partial distances are calculated only

for the children of theK̃ selected candidates. The complexity of the search is clearly

determined by the selection of thẽK value. The small value for̃K guarantees low com-

plexity as the number of visited nodes is small. However, theprobability that the final

distance list does not contain the ML candidate increases asK̃ is decreased. Thus,̃K

can be seen as a parameter controlling the performance-complexity trade-off. TheK̃

values that reach the close-to-optimal performance have been discussed, e.g., in [85]

for uncorrelated MIMO channels.

The BER performance of the discussed spatial multiplexing detectors in uncor-

related Rayleigh fading withN = M = 4 and 64-quadrature amplitude modulation

(64-QAM) modulation is shown in Fig. 4. As expected, the linear detectors are out-

performed by the nonlinear SIC-ZF detector, which in turn isoutperformed by the ML

detector and its approximation, the K-best sphere decoder.The performance of the

sphere decoder equals that of the ML detector. A K-value of 32has been used in Fig. 4,

which provides a good trade-off between the performance andcomplexity. The compu-

tational complexities of spatial multiplexing detectors are compared, e.g., in [72]. The

ML detector has an exponential complexity ofO
(

|X|N
)

while the linear ZF and MMSE

detectors have polynomial complexities betweenO
(

N2
)

andO
(

N3
)

. The SIC detec-

tion requires the calculation of matrix inverses several times, resulting in a polynomial

complexity betweenO
(

N3
)

and O
(

N4
)

. The sphere decoder also has an exponen-
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Fig. 4. Comparison of spatial multiplexing detectors in unc orrelated Rayleigh fading for
64-QAM modulation and N = M = 4.

tial complexity but this is controlled by the search radius such that its complexity is

O
(

|X|βN
)

, β ∈ (0,1]. The complexity of the K-best detector depends on the selection

of K varying between the complexities of SIC and ML.

MU-MIMO and massive MIMO

The size and power consumption constraints in hand-held mobile phones currently re-

strict the number of antennas to a maximum of four. On the other hand, these constraints

are not so strict for base stations that can potentially havetens of antennas. As discussed

in the beginning of Section 2.1.2, the maximum achievable capacity gain from single-

user spatial multiplexing is restricted by rank(HHH) ≤ min{M,N}. Thus, the gain from

single-user spatial multiplexing is restricted by the number of antennas in UEs. In order

to exploit the potential from numerous base station antennas, MU-MIMO is included in

cellular communication standards as one of the transmission modes [14].

In MU-MIMO systems, several UEs are scheduled to the same time-frequency re-

sources. This results in a spatial multiplexing system where either the receiving (DL)

or transmitting (UL) antennas are distributed to differentlocations [86]. The main dif-

ference to the single-user spatial multiplexing is that theDL receiving antennas cannot

co-operate in detection and the base station has to use some form of precoding to en-
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able the detection of different data symbols targeted at different UEs. In addition, the

large scale fading between antennas varies very much because of the path loss differ-

ences. The UL and DL of an MU-MIMO system are referred to as multiple access and

broadcast channels in the information theory, respectively [67].

In the UL MU-MIMO system, the received signal at the base station becomes

yyyUL(κ) =
K

∑
k=1

HHHk,UL(κ)sssk,UL(κ)+nnnUL(κ), (33)

whereK is the number of simultaneously served UEs,HHHk,UL(κ) is a M×Nk channel

matrix between thekth UE and the base station, andsssk,UL(κ) is a Nk×1 transmitted

signal vector from UEk. The resulting sum-rate capacity can be given as [14]

CUL = max
RRRsss,k:Tr(RRRsss,k)≤PTx,k

Blog2det

(

IIIM +
1

σ2

K

∑
k=1

HHHk,ULRRRsss,kHHH
H
k,UL

)

, (34)

where the input covariance matrixRRRsss,k for UE k is constrained by the maximum per-

UE transmission powerPTx,k. The optimum covariance matrices can be found itera-

tively by applying single-link waterfilling and treating the signals from the other UEs

as noise [87]. However, to reach the maximum UL capacity, thebase station would need

to calculate and send the optimum covariance matrices to each UE, which is often not

feasible in practice. A more practical scenario is when UEs have no UL channel knowl-

edge and the base station has to apply the conventional spatial multiplexing detection

algorithms to obtain estimates of the transmitted symbols from different UEs.

Similar to the UL scenario, the receivedMk× 1 DL signal vector at UEk can be

written as

yyyk(κ) = HHHk(κ)sss(κ)+nnn(κ), (35)

whereHHHk(κ) is aMk×N channel matrix between the base station andkth UE, andsss(κ)
is aN×1 transmitted signal vector. Using the duality between the multiple access and

broadcast channels, the sum-rate capacity can be given as [88]

C= max
RRRsss,k:∑K

k=1 Tr(RRRsss,k)≤PTx

Blog2det

(

IIIN +
1

σ2

K

∑
k=1

HHHH
k RRRsss,kHHHk

)

, (36)

where now the power constraint is a sum constraint instead ofindividual constraints.

The capacity in (36) can be reached by dirty paper coding [89], which allows interfer-

ence to be presubtracted at the transmitter in such a way thattransmission power is

not increased if the transmitter has perfect, noncausal knowledge of the channel. Dirty

paper coding is named after writing on a dirty paper where by erasing the dirt stains,
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the reader is able to interpret the same information as if thepaper was clean. In this

analogy, the paper is the wireless channel, the writer is thetransmitter, the dirt is the

intersymbol interference, and the reader is the receiver that does not have to be aware of

the interference. However, dirty paper coding is very difficult to implement in practice

due to its extensive complexity, and several sub-optimal methods have been proposed

for precoding DL MU-MIMO.

The simplest MU-MIMO precoding can be performed for single-antenna UEs by

applying the principle of MRT to the broadcast channel [90],which is often also referred

to as matched beamforming. Matched beamforming ignores theinteruser interference

and maximizes the received SNR by setting theN×K transmitter filtering matrixWWWTx

as

WWWTx =
[

hhhH
1 /||hhh1|| hhhH

2 /||hhh2|| . . . hhhH
K/||hhhK ||

]

, (37)

wherehhhk is a 1×N vector of channel coefficients for UEk. Because the interference

is ignored, matched beamforming provides good performanceonly whenN is much

larger thanK.

Zero-forcing beamforming [91] is a linear MU-MIMO precoding method that is

able to completely remove the interuser interference by filtering the transmitted signal

by the pseudo-inverse of the combined channel matrix to all single-antenna UEs. The

transmitter filtering matrix for zero-forcing beamformingcan be given as [14]

WWWTx =
[

fff 1/|| fff 1|| fff 2/|| fff 2|| . . . fff K/|| fff K ||
]

, (38)

wherefff k is thekth column ofN×K matrixFFF =HHHH
(

HHHHHHH
)−1

. This kind of transmitter

filtering effectively splits the broadcast channel intoK parallel noninterfering channels

such that the rate achieved by userk is [14]

Ck = Blog2det

(

1+
||hhhk||2
|| fff k||2σ2

)

, (39)

where uniform power allocation is assumed across the user streams. The equivalent

channel gain in (39) is inversely proportional to|| fff k||2, which results in poor perfor-

mance when the users’ channels are not orthogonal. Thus, when the number of users

in the cell is large, the sum-rate performance can be improved by scheduling only one

subset of the UEs at a time. A commonly used way for user grouping is semiorthogonal

user selection [92] where the scheduled UEs are selected such that their channels are

close to orthogonal to each other. The principle of zero-forcing beamforming can be

extended to a system with multi-antenna UEs. This extensionis commonly known as

block diagonalization [93], which forces the interuser interference to zero at each of the

receivers.
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In addition to linear precoding methods, several nonlinearprecoding algorithms

have been proposed for DL MU-MIMO. These algorithms include, e.g., Tomlinson-

Harashima precoding [94], which was originally proposed inthe 1970s for removing the

intersymbol interference at the transmitter side in frequency-selective channels [95,96],

and vector perturbation [97,98]. Nonlinear precoding provides improved performance,

especially when the number of base station antennas is in thesame order as the number

of UE antennas, at the price of increased complexity.

More recently, MU-MIMO with a very large number of base station antennas has

been studied. Marzetta showed in his landmark paper [23] that when the number of base

station antennas grows towards infinity, the effects of thermal noise, fading, and inter-

cell interference are averaged out and the system performance is limited by the intercell

interference of pilots. These results laid the basis for theresearch on massive MIMO

and on how to implement it in practice. Massive MIMO is commonly understood as a

MU-MIMO system with a large number of antennas at the base station serving a much

smaller number of single-antenna UEs [33]. Having much morebase station antennas

than receiving UEs, provides degrees of freedom that can be used for focusing the re-

ceived energy into small regions of space. This improves both throughput and reduces

the transmitted power levels [24]. In fact, when there are hundreds of transmitting base

station antennas, the per-antenna transmitted power levels are in the order of milliwatts.

This enables that the RF processing of massive MIMO can be built using low-cost, low-

power components [24]. Savings in the transmitted power canbe achieved also in the

UL. It was shown in [99] that as the number of base station antennasM grows, the

per-user transmitted power can be reduced proportional to 1/M when perfect channel

state information (CSI) is available at the base station andproportional to 1/
√

M when

CSI is estimated from UL pilots.

Massive MIMO is usually proposed only for time division duplex (TDD) systems

where the channel is assumed to be reciprocal, i.e., the channel coefficients for DL and

UL directions are the same. For reciprocity in a TDD system, it is required that the sum

duration of DL and UL time slots is shorter than the channel coherence time. Addition-

ally, the transmitting and receiving patterns of the antennas have to be the same [100]

as well as the RF characteristics, which can be achieved by accurate calibration RF

hardware chains. The time required to transmit pilots for the estimation of DL channel

in a FDD system is proportional to the number of base station antennas [33]. In TDD

systems, pilots need to be sent only in UL and their transmission time is proportional

to the number of served UEs. Thus, the number of UEs that can besimultaneously

served is limited by the coherence time of the channel [23]. When the number of served

UEs in the area under consideration exceeds the number of available pilot sequences,
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Fig. 5. Massive MIMO network with pilot reuse factor τ = 4.

the same pilot sequences need to be re-used in several cells.The channel estimates at

a base station are then corrupted by the nonorthogonal pilottransmissions from other

cells. This effect is called pilot contamination [23]. A simple approach to reduce the

effect of the pilot contamination is to limit the use of the same pilot symbols only to

non-neighboring cells. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 where the pilot reuse factorτ = 4

ensures that the neighboring cells do not use the same pilot symbols in the hexagonal

cell layout. A simple frame structure is also shown in Fig. 5 where it is assumed that

the channel is static for a duration ofU symbols. It is clearly seen that the drawback

of the pilot reuse approach is that less symbols are available for data transmission and

correspondingly there is a loss in spectral efficiency. Moreadvanced methods for miti-

gating the effect of pilot contamination are reviewed in [101]. One of the most practical

of these methods is the time-shifting of pilots in such a way that the pilot transmissions

from neighboring cells overlap as little as possible [102].

When the number of base station antennas grows towards infinity, the columns of

the channel matrix become orthogonal. Under this condition, simple linear matched

beamforming precoding for DL and MRC detection for UL are optimal [33]. Matched

beamforming and MRC detection can be performed locally at each antenna. This al-

lows simple implementation of distributed antenna architectures and power saving by

temporarily shutting down some of the RF hardware chains [103].
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Although prototypes of massive MIMO base stations have beenreported to reach

significant improvements in area spectral efficiency [104,105], there are still some prac-

tical issues that the mobile operators and manufacturers need to carefully consider be-

fore massive MIMO base stations are widely deployed. When conventional RF ar-

chitecture is used with digital beamforming, each antenna requires its own RF chain

consisting of a modulator, a mixer, an analog to digital converter (ADC), an digital to

analog converter (DAC), etc. [106]. This can significantly increase the cost of the base

station equipment. However, it has been shown that the additive distortion noise from

RF impairments is suppressed with a high number of antennas [107]. Thus, the cost

of massive MIMO hardware can be reduced by using low-cost andlow-precision com-

ponents without any drastic performance loss. A large number of antennas and related

processing can also increase the base station power consumption unless the massive

MIMO system is carefully designed. This is discussed in detail in Sections 2.2.4 and

3.2.2.

2.1.3 Multi-antenna communications in modern cellular sta ndards

Multi-antenna communications is included in modern cellular communication stan-

dards for providing improved link reliability, data rate orarea spectral efficiency. The

cellular networks are currently mostly based on the LTE standard and its further en-

hancements LTE-A and LTE-A Pro. The LTE standards have been constantly revised

with new releases. The releases 8 (2008) and 9 (2009) are referred to as LTE, and the

releases 10 (2011), 11 (2013), and 12 (2015) are referred to as LTE-A. The releases

from 13 (2016) onwards are called LTE-A Pro. The physical layer in the LTE is based

on orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) that enables efficient user

scheduling and link adaptation at a resolution of a PRB whichconsists of 12 subcarriers

and 7 orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) symbols. The detailed de-

scription of LTE can be found, e.g., from [108–110]. The LTE-A Pro standard includes

10 DL and two UL MIMO transmission modes (TMs) [111]. Multi-antenna reception

algorithms are not standardized and there can be differences depending on the imple-

mentation. The DL TMs are listed below:

TM 1 Single transmit antenna uses only a single transmitting antenna for SIMO

communications.

TM 2 Transmit diversity uses two or four antennas for space-frequency block cod-

ing.

TM 3 Open-loop spatial multiplexing uses two or four layers for SU-MIMO spa-

tial multiplexing together with cyclic delay diversity, which provides a frequency
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diversity gain [112]. The number of layers is selected basedon the rank indica-

tor (RI) that is sent by the UE to indicate the rank of the channel matrix, i.e., how

many independent data layers can be transmitted.

TM 4 Closed-loop spatial multiplexing is based on a codebook of pre-determined

precoding matrices that are used for transmitter filtering the signal. As in TM 3,

the number of used layers is selected according to the RI. Theselection of a

precoding matrix is done according to the index of the precoding codebook, i.e.,

precoding matrix indicator (PMI), that is sent by the UE to indicate the precoding

matrix that results in the maximum received SINR.

TM 5 Multi-user MIMO is a MU-MIMO variant of TM 4 such that each layer can be

mapped to only a single UE.

TM 6 Closed-loop spatial multiplexing using a single transm ission layer is

effectively a closed-loop transmitter diversity method with only partial channel

knowledge, in terms of the PMI, available at the transmitter.

TM 7 Beamforming is used for conventional beamforming or for closed-loop trans-

mitter diversity in reciprocal TDD systems. The base station transmits UE-specific

reference signals with the same transmitter weighting as for the data signals.

From the UE point of view, the actual number of transmitting antennas is not

known and it can apply the same receiver processing as with TM1. The LTE

standards leave the number of transmitting antennas and beamforming algorithms

implementation-specific.

TM 8 Dual-layer beamforming is a two-layer variant of TM 7 where the two beams

can be directed towards a single UE or towards two different UEs.

TM 9 Up to 8 layer transmission is an extension of TM 7 for up to 8 layers where

the number of antennas can be up to 32 [113].

TM 10 Up to 8 layer transmission for CoMP is similar to TM 9. The difference

is that the UE is informed if the transmitting antennas are located at different

physical locations. This enables the use of distributed antennas and CoMP.

The UL transmission modes are single antenna transmission and closed-loop spatial

multiplexing with two or four antennas.

A significant variant of the LTE-A multi-antenna communications is CoMP, which

uses transmitting and receiving antennas from multiple different geographical locations

to improve the UE data rates at the cell edge [20, 114, 115]. The use of distributed an-

tennas results in uncorrelated path losses and shadowing between different transmitting-

receiving antennas pairs. In addition to this kind of macroscopic diversity, it is possible

to reduce the intercell interference in a CoMP system by co-operation between the

neighboring base stations. The multi-antenna techniques defined for CoMP are coordi-
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nated beamforming (CB), coordinated scheduling (CS), joint transmission (JT), and dy-

namic point selection (DPS). When CB or CS are used, the neighboring cells coordinate

their beamforming or scheduling such that the intercell interference is minimized. In

JT, two or more cells transmit the same data with jointly selected beamforming weights.

When DPS is used, the transmission point serving a UE can be switched dynamically

according to the available resources and the channel quality. DPS is enabled by config-

uring several CSI processes, one for each potential transmission point, for reporting the

channel quality from the UE to the base station [115].

The next generation of cellular communications, i.e., 5G, will mostly reuse closed-

loop spatial multiplexing from the LTE for frequency bands below 6 GHz. However,

the accuracy of CSI reporting is improved which reduces the performance gap between

the codebook-based precoding and precoding or beamformingrelying on the channel

reciprocity [116]. The biggest difference to the LTE is thatthe physical layer is better

designed for beamforming. Several mechanisms for multi-beam management such as

beam quality measurement, beam quality reporting, and beamassignment have been

specified [116, 117]. Beamforming in 5G is primarily designed for overcoming high

path losses at frequency bands above 6 GHz.

2.2 Energy-efficient cellular communications

Energy efficiency in wireless communications is usually defined as the number of suc-

cessfully received information bits divided by the energy consumed for transmitting and

receiving those bits, i.e., the benefit divided by the expenditure that is commonly used

to define the effectiveness of a technical process [118]. This is also the recommended

definition by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) for the en-

ergy efficiency of base stations for a defined coverage area [9]. An alternative definition

is the average throughput divided by the average consumed power, which also results

in the same bit/J metric. The metric energy per bit (J/bit), which is commonly used for

the link performance evaluation in digital communications[119], has also been recom-

mended for energy efficiency evaluation [12], even though itwould result in efficiency

minimization instead of maximization. Its use is inconvenient in optimization because

the number of successfully received bits can easily be zero over a period of investiga-

tion. In contrast, the consumed energy is always nonzero in systems connected to a

power source. The definition of the energy efficiency can alsobe extended to consider

the whole life cycle of the base station [120]. In this approach, the embodied energy is

added to the operational energy. The embodied energy consists of the energy used for

acquiring and processing raw materials, manufacturing, transportation, installation and
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maintenance. The inclusion of embodied energy is importantespecially for small base

stations where the operational energy consumption is typically low.

Several other energy efficiency metrics have been proposed for varying levels of

the system scale. A network operator could measure the powerconsumption to cover

a certain area(m2/W) with a target level of quality of service (QoS) [12]. This cov-

erage efficiency metric is especially recommended to be usedin rural areas [9] where

the target is to provide connectivity but not high capacity for a wide area. Similarly,

other energy efficiency metrics can also be normalized by thecoverage area, e.g., the

area energy efficiency((bit/J)/m2) [121,122]. For fair comparison, these kind of area

energy efficiency metrics can only be used for comparing homogeneous environments

where the propagation conditions, interference, and traffic density are similar. For wire-

less communications components that do some kind of energy conversion, such as PAs

and power supplies, the relevant energy efficiency metric isthe ratio of output and input

powers or energies [123]. Most of the baseband functionalities in modern base stations

are performed by digital signal processing (DSP) microprocessors for which the com-

monly used energy efficiency metric is floating point operations per second (FLOPS)

per watt [123]. This allows a mapping between the baseband algorithm complexity and

its power consumption at a coarse level.

For 5G systems, network energy efficiency has been defined as one of the main re-

quirements. The energy consumption in 5G networks should not increase from the level

of current LTE networks [8]. Thus, the energy efficiency should be increased at least at

the same rate as the traffic volume increases from LTE to 5G networks. It has recently

been estimated that the compound annual growth rate of the mobile data traffic will be

31% by the end of 2024 [7]. This sets an enormous challenge to constantly improve the

energy efficiency of cellular networks. It has been estimated that cellular base stations

contribute up to 60-80% of the total cellular network power consumption [10,124]. For

mobile operators, significant fraction of their operational expenses (OPEX) is due to

the electricity costs of base stations. On the other hand, the carbon footprint of the base

stations is also significant since most of the base stations are still powered by the elec-

tricity coming from nonrenewable sources. For these reasons, mobile operators have

paid considerable attention to reducing the power consumption of their base stations.

Energy and spectral efficiencies are conflicting targets forsystem design. The tech-

niques that improve the spectral efficiency, such as spatialmultiplexing and high order

modulation, inevitably increase the power consumption. The trade-off between the

spectral and energy efficiencies has been characterized forthe additive white Gaussian

noise (AWGN) channel in [125]. When only transmission power isconsidered, the
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trade-off can be derived with the help of Shannon’s formula [125]

ηEE =
ηSE

(2ηSE−1)σ2 , (40)

whereηEE andηSE are the energy and spectral efficiencies, respectively. It can be seen

from (40) that asηSE→ ∞, ηEE→ 0. In practical cellular communication systems, the

relation between energy and spectral efficiencies is much more complex than presented

in (40). As will be discussed in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.1, thepower consumption in

base stations and UEs is a function of several parameters in addition to the transmission

power. With a realistic power consumption model, the energyefficiency as a func-

tion of spectral efficiency is no longer monotonic but becomes a concave bell-shape

curve [125]. When a whole cell rather than a single link is considered, the optimum

trade-off for energy and spectral efficiency becomes even less obvious. The trade-offs

between the energy and spectral efficiency have been presented for more complex sys-

tems, such as OFDMA [126] and MIMO-OFDMA [127] systems, as well as massive

MIMO systems [128]. For the more complex systems in [126–128], energy efficiency

as a function of spectral efficiency is strictly quasiconcave, indicating that there exists

a spectral efficiency maximizing the energy efficiency. In practice, system designers

rarely only want to maximize the energy efficiency but ratherwish to find good com-

promises between the energy and spectral efficiencies. These kind of design problems

can be solved by multiobjective optimization which balances the conflicting objective

functions and finds the Pareto boundary for them [129].

Energy efficiency of cellular communications has been a hot topic during the last

decade. As a result, the topic has been well covered in several surveys and tutori-

als [123, 130–134]. In this thesis, the power consumption modelling of cellular com-

munications is first reviewed in Section 2.2.1 with a specialfocus on power amplifiers.

The current state-of-the-art level of energy efficiency in radio access networks is dis-

cussed in Section 2.2.2. The standard-compliant methods for improving the energy

efficiency in LTE and 5G access networks are reviewed in Section 2.2.3. Finally, the

energy efficiency of MIMO communications is discussed in Section 2.2.4 focusing on

the emerging massive MIMO communications.

2.2.1 Power consumption modelling of cellular communicati ons

The main components in an LTE network are shown in Fig. 6 [108]. Depending on

the definitions of which components are included in the cellular network, base stations

are reported to consume 60-80% of the total power consumption of the cellular network

[10,124]. Although the power consumption of a hand-held mobile terminal is restricted
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Fig. 6. The key components of an LTE network.

to around 3 W in order to prevent excessive heating [135], thesum power consumption

of UEs also contributes significantly in a cellular network.During Release-13, new UE

classes were specified for supporting the growing demand forcellular Internet of Things

(IoT) connectivity. These new classes, LTE for machine-type communications (LTE-M)

and narrowband IoT (NB-IoT) were designed to have a low device complexity and cost,

improved coverage, and very low power consumption for typical sensor applications

with infrequent data exchange [136]. In this section, the power consumption models for

both base stations and UEs are reviewed.

Efficiency and power consumption of power amplifiers

A power amplifier is one of the main contributors to power consumption in macro

base stations and mobile terminals. It has been estimated that power amplification con-

tributes 50-80% of the consumed power in the macro base stations with a transmitted

power of 40 W [12]. Thus, for macro base stations, it is essential to increase the PA effi-

ciency to save energy. The PA efficiency is defined as the ratioof PA output power to the

PA input power. A short introduction to PAs and their efficiency is given in this section.

The design and implementation of PAs as well as the modellingof PA nonlinearities are

not reviewed here. Good overviews on these topics can be found from [13,137–139].

The purpose of a RF PA is to convert a low-power RF input signalinto an output sig-

nal with the required amount of power. This is illustrated inthe simplified power flow di-
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Fig. 7. Power flow of a PA.

agram shown in Fig. 7 wherePPA is the power drawn from a DC power supply,Pin is the

power of the RF input signal,Ploss is the power lost for heat, andPPA+Pin = PTx +Ploss.

The key performance metrics of a PA are its efficiency and linearity. Unfortunately,

especially for high power PAs required for macro base stations, efficiency and linearity

are contrasting requirements [140]. The instantaneous drain efficiency is defined as [13]

η =
PTx

PPA
=

GPin

PPA
=

GPin

Ploss+(G−1)Pin
, (41)

whereG is the power gain of the PA. The other widely used PA efficiencydefinitions

are the power-added efficiency,(PTx −Pin)/PPA = (PPA−Ploss)/PPA, and the overall

efficiency,PTx/(PPA+Pin) = PTx/(PTx +Ploss) [13]. In most base stations, the power

from the input signal itself is negligible and the drain efficiency can be used as an

efficiency metric.

The instantaneous efficiency is usually optimized for the maximum output power

and the efficiency decreases when the output power is decreased. However, the maxi-

mum output power level is rarely used in cellular mobile systems. Thus, a better metric

for the PA efficiency is the average PA efficiency that is defined as the ratio of the av-

erage output power to the average input power [141]. For instance, if the efficiency

as a function of the transmitted power together with the distribution of the transmitted

power are known, the average PA efficiency can be given as

η =
E[PTx]

E[PPA]
=

∫ Pmax
0 p fPTx(p)dp

∫ Pmax
0 PPA(p) fPTx(p)dp

, (42)

wherePmax is the maximum transmitted power. The average PA efficiency has also

alternatively been defined using its expected value [142,143]

E[η ] = E

[

PTx

PPA

]

=
∫ Pmax

0
η(p) fPTx(p)dp. (43)
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However, as the PA efficiency is defined as the ratio of the benefit and expenditure, it

uses the log-interval scale [144, 145] where addition and subtraction are meaningless

operations. With the log-interval scale, one is able to makequantitative comparisons

of ratios of measured values but not the measured values themselves [145]. Thus, the

average efficiency is the ratio of the corresponding averages given in (42) rather than

the average of the ratio given in (43).

Linearity of a PA describes how well the original wave shape of the input sig-

nal is preserved during the amplifying process. Linearity can be further divided into

phase and amplitude linearity. PAs achieve phase linearityas long as the bandwidth

of the modulated signal is small compared to the carrier frequency [139]. Amplitude

linearity is achieved in some PAs with the cost of lower efficiency. The power gain

of the amplitude-linear PA remains constant for the whole output power range, i.e.,

G(PTx) = a, 0< PTx ≤ Pmax. Amplitude linear amplifiers are intended to applications

in which the preservation of the signal amplitude is important. Amplifying constant

envelope signals requires only phase linearity and thus more efficient amplifiers are

readily applicable for them.

Different PAs can be divided into classes that differ in efficiency, linearity, and

power-output capability. The power-output capability is defined as output power per

transistor normalized for peak drain voltage and current of1 V and 1 A, respectively

[13]. The linear amplifiers, achieving both amplitude and phase linearity, belong to

classes A, AB, and B. The nonlinear classes, achieving only phase linearity, are C, D,

E, F, G, H, J, and S. For information of the characteristics ofeach class, see [137,138].

In this thesis, the focus is on class-A, class-B and class-G amplifiers whose accurate

efficiency curves are available from the literature.

A class-A PA offers high linearity, high gain, and operationclose to the maximum

operating frequency of the transistor [13]. The instantaneous efficiency of class-A PA

increases linearly with the increased output powerPTx and reaches its maximum 50%

at the maximum output powerPmax. Thus, the instantaneous efficiency of a class-A PA

is simply given by

η(PTx) =
PTx

2Pmax
. (44)

The PA consumed power can be solved from (41) and (44)

PPA =







0, PTx = 0

2Pmax, PTx > 0
. (45)

It can be seen from (45) that the power consumption of an active class-A PA is constant,

independent of the output power. Interestingly, as seen from (42) and (43),η = E[η ]
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whenPTx > 0 for class-A PAs, which does not hold for other PA types considered in

this section.

A class-B PA provides linear amplification at a higher efficiency than other linear

PA classes (A and AB). The instantaneous efficiency of class-B PAs increases linearly

with the output RF voltage and reaches the maximum 78.5% at the maximum output

power. The instantaneous efficiency and power consumption of a class-B PA are given

by [137]

η(PTx) =
π
4

√

PTx

Pmax
(46)

and

PPA =
4
π
√

PTxPmax, (47)

respectively. Class-B amplifiers are widely used in wireless communications as well as

in microwave applications [13].

A class-G PA uses more than one supply voltage and at least twopairs of active

devices connected to them [139]. The first pair of devices is connected to the lower

supply voltage and operates when the output power is at a low level. The second pair

of devices is connected to the higher supply voltage and respectively operates at the

high output power level. This kind of switching operation isvisible in the efficiency

curve as a discontinuation point within the operative output power range of the PA. The

switching causes non-linearity called switching distortion, which can be minimized by

proper design [146]. The instantaneous efficiency for class-G PA is given by [147]

η(PTx) =







√

PTxα
Pmax

, 0< PTx ≤ Pmax
α

√

PTx
Pmax

, Pmax
α < PTx < Pmax

, (48)

whereα > 1 is the factor defining the switching point at the output power range. The

power consumption of class-G PA is then

PPA =







√

PTxPmax
α , 0≤ PTx <

Pmax
α√

PTxPmax,
Pmax

α ≤ PTx < Pmax

. (49)

Doherty PAs are capable of providing high efficiency at high output power levels,

which makes them common in base stations [148, 149]. A Doherty PA [150] has a

main amplifier that is always active andb−1 peaking amplifiers for which the current

is driven only when the input power exceeds their trigger value of Pin,max/b2. The

instantaneous efficiency of ab-way Doherty PA with class-B amplifiers is given as [151]

η(PTx) =
bπ
4







√

PTx
Pmax

, 0< PTx ≤ Pmax
b2

PTx/Pmax

(b+1)
√

PTx/Pmax−1
, Pmax

b2 < PTx < Pmax
. (50)
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Similarly to the class-B PA, the power consumed by theb-way Doherty PA with class-B

amplifiers can be given as

PPA =
4

bπ







√
PTxPmax, 0≤ PTx <

Pmax
b2

(b+1)
√

PTxPmax−Pmax,
Pmax
b2 ≤ PTx < Pmax

. (51)

The inherent nonlinearity of the Doherty PAs is usually tackled in base stations by

techniques such as feedforward linearization and analog and digital predistortion [152].

However, these linearization techniques themselves consume processing power, which

should be taken into account in the base station total power consumption [1].

The average efficiency of Doherty PAs with multicarrier input signals can be up to

50% [153, 154] with the latest design inventions. However, these typically have rela-

tively narrow operational frequency making them unsuitable for mobile terminals sup-

porting tens of different frequency bands. Envelope tracking PAs, which originally were

proposed in the 1930s for high power amplitude modulation broadcast radio transmit-

ters [155], have been introduced for high efficiency amplification for mobile terminals.

An envelope tracking PA consists of an envelope amplifier anda conventional RF PA.

The envelope amplifier adjusts the PA supply voltage such that it is matched to the RF

signal envelope. This allows the PA to operate all the time atits linear region close

to saturation with a high efficiency [156]. The constant highefficiency over a wide

dynamic range of the transmitted power makes the envelope tracking PAs very suitable

for mobile terminals having over a 30 dB dynamic range [156].The efficiency of an

envelope tracking PA is the product of the efficiencies of theenvelope amplifier and

the RF PA. The efficiency of envelope tracking PAs has been approximated in [157]

using the experimental results from [158]. The instantaneous efficiency and the power

consumption of envelope tracking PAs can be approximated by

η(PTx) =
PTx(1+ϑ)η(Pmax)

PTx +ϑPmax
, (52)

whereϑ is a parameter depending on the PA implementation and

PPA =







0, PTx = 0
PTx+ϑPmax

(1+ϑ)η(Pmax)
, PTx > 0

, (53)

respectively. Currently, the highest reported envelope tracking PA average efficiencies

for the LTE input signals have reached over 60% [159]. Recently, envelope tracking

PAs have also been developed for base stations providing a high efficiency over a wide

bandwidth [160, 161]. Envelope tracking PAs are also nonlinear due to the changing
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Fig. 8. Power amplifier efficiency as a function of PTx/Pmax .

supply voltage. The nonlinearity as well as the sensitivityto time misalignment of the

input signals can be compensated by using the digital predistortion architecture [162].

The efficiency of the different types of PAs considered here are shown in Fig. 8

where the design parameters are set toα = 9 andb= 3 for class-G and Doherty PAs,

respectively. The maximum efficiency of the envelope tracking PA is set toη(Pmax) =

π/4, i.e., the same value as with class-B and Doherty PAs, andϑ = 0.0082 as in [157].

It can be seen in Fig. 8 that the linear PA classes A and B resultin poor efficiency when

the dynamic range of the transmitted power is large. The power consumption of the

different PAs relative to the class-A PA is shown in Fig. 9. Asmentioned earlier, the

power consumption of class-A PA is constant, independent ofthe output power, which

makes it very inefficient for signals with a wide dynamic range.

The amplitude of the RF input signal to the power amplifier haslarge variations in

modern cellular communication systems. According to the central limit theorem, the

power of an OFDM signal sample is approximately exponentially distributed [163]. If

a nonlinear PA is used to amplify a multicarrier signal, the signal is distorted and its

spectrum is spread [164, 165]. In practice, PAs can be linearized up until a certain out-

put power value ofPmax after which the power gain is saturated and the linearity is lost.

Taking this into account, a PA should be designed such that the probability of the sat-

uration is close to zero, i.e.,P(Pin > Pmax/G) ≈ 0. The peaks in the efficiency curve

should be close to the average output power, and the input power backoff, defined as
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Fig. 9. Power amplifier power consumption relative to the class -A power consumption as a
function of PTx/Pmax .

Pmax/(GE[Pin]), should be large enough. For example, the class-G and Doherty PAs,

whose efficiency curves are shown in Fig. 8, are designed for 9.54 dB input power

backoff. Assuming the input signal is exponentially distributed and the PA is linear up

until Pmax, the probability that these PAs are driven to saturation foran OFDM sample is

P(PTx/Pmax> 9) = e−9≈ 1.23·10−4. Correspondingly, for 2048 subcarrier, which cor-

responds to 20 MHz bandwidth in LTE [109], the probability that a transmitted OFDM

symbol is distorted by the PA saturation becomes 1−(1−e−9)2048≈ 0.223. The ampli-

tude variations of the PA input signal can be compressed using peak-to-average power

ratio (PAPR) reduction techniques. These techniques include clipping and filtering, se-

lective mapping, tone reservation, and tone injection thatall are able to reduce the PAPR

by several dBs at the price of increased complexity. Good reviews of PAPR reduction

can be found from [166–169].

Base station power consumption models

Cellular base stations can be classified to macro, micro, pico, and femto base stations

depending on the targeted cell range. The commonly used transmitted power levels and

cell ranges for the different base station variants are shown in Table 1 [170, 171]. The

components in a macro base station are shown in Fig. 10 whereNc is the number of
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Table 1. Base station classification.

Base station type Typical cell radius Transmitted power per
sector

Macro 1 - 30 km 40-80 W

Micro 250 m - 1 km 2 - 20 W

Pico 100 m - 300 m 250 mW - 2 W

Femto 10 m - 50 m 10 mW - 200 mW

cells supported by the base station. In an LTE base station, the baseband processing

includes not only the physical layer but also the other layers of the E-UTRAN protocol

stack. Pico and femto base stations typically have omnidirectional antennas supporting

only theNc = 1 configuration and have no need for external cooling systems.

Quantitative targets for the base station power consumption have been set by the

European Union (EU) in [172]. The target power consumption for an LTE macro base

station with three sectors, 2× 2 MIMO, and 20 MHz bandwidth varies between 620

and 870 W depending on the traffic load. The traffic load in an LTE base station varies

between 0%, when none of the PRBs are used for data traffic, and100% when all the

PRBs are scheduled for data traffic. In practice, cellular networks are deployed for

almost ubiquitous access. This means that many base stations are deployed only for

providing coverage and are not fully loaded, even during busy hours [12]. The typical

busy hour load is approx. 60% and 30% in dense urban and rural areas, respectively

[173]. The typical daily variation of the traffic load relative to the busy hour load is

shown in Fig. 11 [174].

In order to support cellular communications research and network design, several

base station power consumption models have been proposed inthe literature. The model

developed in the OPERA-Net project defines the power consumed in a base station

as [175]

PBS = NBBPBB +NcNPRF+
NcN

∑
n=1

cnPmax,n/ηRF, (54)

whereNBB is the number of baseband processing units in the base station, PBB is the

power consumed by a baseband processing unit,PRF is the power consumed by a RF

transceiver chain, 0< cn ≤ 1 is the traffic load factor, i.e., the fraction of used PRBs

at antennan, Pmax,n is the average transmitted power of antennan at full load, and

0< ηRF≤ 1 is the efficiency of the DC-RF conversion including the PA and the cable

losses. The model assumes that each baseband processing unit is able to support a

certain number of connected UEs andNBB can be adapted according to the number of

UEs served by the base station.
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The effects of the power system, cooling and backhaul processing are captured to

the base station power consumption model developed in the Green Radio project. Ac-

cording to the model, the power consumed by a base station is [176]

PBS = PC+PBH +Nc (PBB +PPS)+cnNcN
(

PRF+Pmax/ηRF
)

, (55)

wherePC andPBH are the powers consumed for cooling and backhaul, respectively. The

power system responsible for alternating current (AC)-DC power conversion is not ideal

and its consumed power is given byPPS. In the Green Radio model, it is assumed that

the power consumed at RF processing scales with the traffic load that is equal for each

antenna, i.e.,c1 = c2 = . . .= cN.

Another widely used model was developed in the EARTH project, which represents

the base station power consumption as a sum of a static load-independent shareP0 and

a load-dependent share that increases linearly with the transmitted power with gradient

∆P. The base station power consumption is given as [11,177]

PBS =







NcN
(

P1+(c−1)∆PPmax
)

= NcN
(

P0+c∆PPmax
)

, 0< c≤ 1

NcPs, c= 0
, (56)
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wherePs is the power consumption when the base station has entered its power saving

state, andP1 is the maximum power consumption at full load defined as

P1 =
PBB +PRF+PPA

(1−σC)ηPS
=

B
10 MHz(P̃BB + P̃RF)+

Pmax
ηRF

(1−σC)ηPS
, (57)

whereP̃BB andP̃RF are the single antenna baseline power consumptions at 10 MHzband-

width for baseband and RF processing, 0< σC ≤ 1 is the cooling loss, andηPS is the

efficiency of the power system. Both the OPERA-Net (54) and EARTH (56,57) mod-

els make simplified assumptions that RF power consumption grows linearly with the

number of antennas and the PA power consumption grows linearly with the transmitted

power.

An ambitious approach to modelling the base station power consumption at an ac-

curate level was developed in the GreenTouch project [26, 178]. This model captures

the effect of individual hardware components and how their power consumption scales

with the system parameters. The base station power consumption according to the

GreenTouch model can be given as

PBS =
PBB +PRF+PPA

(1−σC)ηPS
=

∑
b∈B

Pb,ref ∏
q∈Q

(

qact
qref

)sb,q
+ ∑

r∈R

Pr,ref ∏
q∈Q

(

qact
qref

)sr,q
+PPA

(1−σC)ηPS
,

(58)

whereB andR are the set of components in digital baseband and analog RF processing,

respectively. Similarly, the reference power consumptions for baseband componentb

and RF componentr are given byPb,ref andPr,ref. The setQ consists of six different pa-

rameters: bandwidth, data bits per modulated symbol, number of antennas, traffic load

factor, number of spatial streams, and number of bits used inquantization. The total

scaling factor for componentb is given by the product of per-parameter scaling factors

(qact/qref)
sb,q whereqact is the parameter value in the base station under consideration,

qref is the parameter value used for the reference power consumption, andsb,q is the

scaling exponent for componentb. The full set of components, their reference power

consumptions, and scaling exponents can be found from [26].In addition, an online

tool based on the GreenTouch model for estimating a base station power consumption

is provided in [179].

The contribution of each key component to the base station total power consumption

under full load is illustrated in Table 2 for different powerconsumption models. The de-

fault numerical values from [177], [176] and [180] are used for N = 2 and bandwidth of

10 MHz. Based on Table 2, the PA power consumption dominates the power consump-

tion in macro base stations. According to (57), the fractionof PA power consumption
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further increases when the bandwidth is decreased. For the small base stations, there is

no need for active cooling and the power consumption of baseband and backhaul pro-

cessings are significant. Most likely the baseband power consumption values from [11]

include also the backhaul processing, which would explain the large difference in the

baseband power consumptions for small cells between the models from [11] and [176].

The equipment from 2018 is assumed for the GreenTouch model [179]. The Green-

Touch model assumes quite an optimistic technology development in terms of power

consumption for RF and baseband processing, which explainsthe larger PA power con-

sumption contribution than other models. The same model also assumes that the cooling

is integrated to the power supply.

Base station sleep modes are essential in reducing the powerconsumption of base

stations under a low traffic load. The different levels of sleep depth can be categorized

in [26,181] into four groups:

– Sleep mode 1:The power amplifier and some of the RF components are deactivated

resulting in a 30-40% power consumption saving compared to the case where all

components are on with no traffic. The transient time betweensleep and wake modes

is in the order of tens of microseconds. Sleep mode 1 is often referred to as the micro

sleep mode.

– Sleep mode 2:The PA and most of the RF components are deactivated with a tran-

sient time of 1 ms resulting in a 90-94% power consumption saving.

– Sleep mode 3:All baseband and RF components except the clock generator are deac-

tivated with a transient time of 10 ms resulting in an approx.95% power consumption

saving.

– Sleep mode 4:Only those functionalities related to the wake-up are active and all

the other functionalities are deactivated. The power consumption saving is 96-97%

with more than a second transient time. Sleep mode 4 is often referred to as the deep

sleep mode.

Mobile terminal power consumption models

Only a few accurately parametrized mobile terminal power consumption models exist

for modern smart phones [182–184]. The power consumption ofthe cellular subsystem

depends heavily on whether the terminal is in the connected or idle mode. The cellular

subsystem power consumption of a smart phonePUE can be modelled as [184]

PUE = sact(Pact)+(1−sact)((1−sDRX)Pidle+sDRXPDRX) , (59)
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Table 2. Fractional base station power consumption per key co mponent.

Base station type PA RF Baseband Power Cooling Backhaul
system

Macro [177],

Nc = 3,

Pmax= 20 W 57% 6% 13% 15% 9%

Macro [176],

Nc = 3,

Pmax= 20 W 59% 6% 7% 11% 16% 1%

Macro [180],

Nc = 3,

Pmax= 20 W 39% 25% 12% 12% 9% 3%

Macro [179],

Nc = 3,

Pmax= 20 W 73% 3% 2% 22% 0%

Pico [177],

Nc = 1,

Pmax= 126 mW 26% 14% 41% 19% N/A

Pico [176],

Nc = 1,

Pmax= 126 mW 15% 9% 13% 21% N/A 42%

Pico [179],

Nc = 1,

Pmax= 126 mW 44% 20% 14% 15% N/A 7%

Femto [177],

Nc = 1,

Pmax= 50 mW 21% 12% 48% 19% N/A

Femto [176],

Nc = 1,

Pmax= 50 mW 14% 6% 14% 11% N/A 55%
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wheresact andsDRX are binary variables, indicating whether the UE is in the connected

or discontinuous reception (DRX) modes, respectively. Thepower consumption in the

idle and DRX modes arePidle andPDRX. The power consumption in the connected mode

Pact is given by

Pact= sRx (PRF,DL(PRx)+PBB,DL (RDL))+sTx (PRF,UL(PTx)+PBB,UL)+PON, (60)

wherePRx is the received power,RDL is the DL data rate,PON is the constant power

consumed when the cellular subsystem is turned on, andsRx andsTx are binary vari-

ables indicating whether there is on-going reception or transmission. The polynomial

functionsPRF,DL(PRx), PBB,DL (RDL), andPRF,UL(PTx) are derived using curve fitting for

the empirical data. A set of numerical values are given in Table 4 of [184]. Based on

the measurements, the data rates have very little effect on the total power consumption,

which is dominated byPON andPRF,UL.

For sensor devices whose batteries typically cannot be loaded during the opera-

tion, it is important to estimate the battery lifetime. The first publicly available battery

lifetime model based on empirical measurements for cellular IoT devices is presented

in [185]. The model assumes that the NB-IoT device transmitsD bits with a data rate

of RUL everyti seconds. The battery lifetime in hours of an NB-IoT deviceTbat is given

by

Tbat(ti ,RUL) =
βCbat

PCIoT (ti ,RUL)+Pdevice
, (61)

where 0< β ≤ 1 is the battery safety factor accounting for self-discharge, Cbat is the

battery capacity in milliwatt hours, andPdeviceis the average device power consumption

excluding the cellular subsystem. The average cellular subsystem power consumption

PCIoT is given by

PCIoT (ti ,RUL) =
Econn+PULD/RUL +Edisconn+Pidle (ti−D/RUL− tconn− tdisconn)

ti
,

(62)

whereEconn is the energy consumed for the connection establishment,PUL is the power

consumed during transmission,Edisconn is the energy consumed during connection re-

lease, andtconn and tdisconn are the duration for connection establishment and release,

respectively. As the power consumed during the transmission dominates the power bud-

get, the battery lifetime of a cellular IoT device mostly depends on the fraction of time

it spends in the idle and DRX.
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2.2.2 Achievable energy efficiencies with current radio acc ess
networks

In order to estimate the energy efficiency of radio access networks, we need to have

accurate estimates on the cell sum rates and the power consumption of both the base

stations and the UEs. The maximum cell sum rate depends on thenumber of spatial

streams, the number of data bits per symbol, and the bandwidth. Assuming that no

carrier aggregation or MU-MIMO is used, the LTE-A Pro maximum sum rate is approx.

783 Mbit/s that can be achieved with 4 spatial streams, 256QAM modulation and 20

MHz bandwidth [70]. When carrier aggregation is enabled, even higher data rates can

be achieved by combining several frequency bands and, correspondingly, by increasing

the bandwidth. Obviously, it is very rare that such data rates can be achieved in practice.

Even if all PRBs were allocated to a single UE, the UE should also be located in such

a favourable position that would allow 4×4 spatial multiplexing for both DL and UL

with 256QAM modulation.

To gain a better understanding of the achievable energy efficiencies with the LTE-A

Pro, the data rates derived from the transport block size tables in [70] are divided by

the corresponding power consumption estimates from the GreenTouch model [26]. The

resulting energy efficiencies under full load as a function of data bits per symbol and

the number of antennas for a macro cell are shown in Fig. 12. Ithas been assumed that

all PRBs are allocated to a single UE, which makes the power consumption of the UEs

negligible when compared to the base station power consumption. The number of base

station antennas which are actively transmitting and receiving are adapted according to

the rank indicator reported by the UE. With the default numerical power consumption

values from [26], the achievable energy efficiency varies between 50 and 1920 kbit/J de-

pending on the channel conditions. The high per-antenna transmission power in macro

cells results in high PA power consumption, and the most energy-efficient strategy is to

use only a single antenna for transmission and reception.

Significantly higher energy efficiency can be achieved with small cells. This is

illustrated in Fig. 13 where the achievable energy efficiency as a function of data bits

per symbol and the number of antennas for a pico base station is shown. The highest

energy efficiency is 23.2 Mbit/J which is achieved with 2×2 spatial multiplexing. The

use of more than two antennas increases the baseband processing power consumption

faster than the increase in the throughput. Especially, thespatial multiplexing detection

has polynomial complexity with respect to the number of antennas, as discussed in

Section 2.1.2.
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2.2.3 Improving energy efficiency of cellular communicatio ns

In this section, the best solutions and techniques for improving the energy efficiency

of cellular communications are reviewed. The solutions aregrouped into the network,

device, and component levels. Network level solutions include, e.g., coverage and ca-

pacity planning and load balancing. Device level solutionsare typically related to short

sleep modes. Component level solutions make the base station or UE components con-

vert power more efficiently. The set of techniques reviewed here is by no means com-

prehensive; focus is on those solutions that can be implemented in LTE or 5G networks

without standard changes and that can provide a notable energy efficiency gain.

Network level solutions

Base station deep sleep modes, during which the majority of base station components

are turned off and its previously served users are handed over to neighboring cells, are

shown to improve energy efficiency considerably under a low load [186]. Deep sleep

modes are primarily designed for heterogeneous networks where some of the small cells

often have no or little traffic and can be switched off. It can be seen in Fig. 11 that the

lowest amount of traffic is during early morning hours. A simple approach is then to

switch off the small cell base stations during these off-peak hours [186]. As the waking

up of a base station typically takes seconds or even minutes [181], traffic prediction

can be used to improve the network responsiveness to sudden traffic fluctuations [187].

Dynamic sleep modes require that base stations share information about the UEs they

serve and act co-operatively in redistributing the traffic [186]. Cell zooming [188] can

be seen as a generalization of base station sleep modes where, in addition to temporarily

switching off the cells, their sizes can also be adjusted. The cell zooming is simple to

implement by adapting the transmitted power levels. However, the energy efficiency

gain in heterogeneous networks is quite low because the small cell power consumption

is dominated by the baseband rather than PA power consumption [177].

Another approach to increase flexibility for traffic fluctuations is to separate the

control and data traffic such that the control signalling required for the coverage is

always on while the data traffic service is provided on demand[189, 190]. UEs are

connected to both macro and small cells such that all cell-specific signalling and radio

resource control messaging are transmitted from the macro cell while the user data

traffic connection is established between the UE and the small cell. This enables the

use of sleep modes 2 and 3 for small cells even with connected UEs having bursty traffic.

This kind of dual connectivity has been included in the LTE standards from Release-12
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onwards [191]. Dual connectivity is important also in the first deployment phase of

so-called non-standalone 5G where 5G base stations are deployed on top of the existing

LTE networks to provide high capacity for traffic hotspots [192].

Device level solutions

Base station deep sleep modes are very efficient for small cells that mostly provide

network capacity for hotspots. However, in order to allow the UEs to connect to the

network at any given time, all base stations for a given coverage area cannot be simulta-

neously in the sleep mode. For those always-on macro base stations, it is still possible to

enter very short discontinuous transmission (DTX) or microsleep modes during which

no RF signal is transmitted [193]. Even without any data traffic, an LTE base station has

to transmit several signals to enable the setup of new connections. These signals include

cell-specific reference signals, synchronization signals, and the physical broadcast chan-

nel. Their location in the LTE time-frequency grid is illustrated in the upper part of Fig.

14, which shows the transmitted DL signals for 12 subcarriers from the center of the

frequency band. It can be seen that the longest duration for DTX is only approx. 214 µs

which sets very strict requirements for the transient time for entering the power saving

mode. For example, in [193], a transient time of 30 µs is assumed. To increase the frac-

tion of time for DTX, it was proposed in [193] to configure the maximum amount of 6

evolved Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (eMBMS) subframes, which is illus-

trated in the lower part of Fig. 14. The eMBMS subframes are originally intended to be

used for cellular multicast services. The proposed misuse of the eMBMS increases the

longest DTX duration to 929 µs. Obviously, the performance of DTX depends heavily

on the difference between the power consumption in the microsleep and normal modes.

Using the assumptions from [26], DTX results in a 22% power consumption saving

when there is no data traffic and six eMBMS subframes are configured.

Energy efficiency has been one of the main guidelines for designing the 5G frame

structure. The biggest differences compared to the LTE frame structure are that the

broadcast and synchronization signals are grouped together into a 5-ms synchronization

signal block with a periodicity of up to 160 ms [192] and thereare no cell-specific

reference signals [194]. This means that in case of no UE datatraffic, base stations can

enter sleep modes 2 or 3 for tens of milliseconds [181]. In addition, it is possible for

network operators to schedule the UEs such that the base station can enter sleep modes

2 and 3 even when there are data packets in the buffers. This can considerably reduce

the power consumption when there are no strict requirementson low latency or high

throughput [181].
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Cell-specific reference signals Synchronization signals Physical broadcast channel

3 OFDM symbols = 214 µs = max. sleep duration Subframe = 1 ms

Frame = 10 ms

3 subframes for eMBMS 13 OFDM symbols = 929 µs = max. sleep duration

Fig. 14. Transmitted DL signals from an LTE antenna with no dat a traffic.

In order to maximize the battery lifetime, transceiver sleep modes are also essential

for UEs. In the latest LTE-A Pro standard, DRX and power saving mode (PSM) are

defined for different sleep durations. Each UE has been configured a DRX cycle with

a certain duration during which it has to monitor the DL control signalling for a single

subframe. This allows the UE to be able to enter a sleep mode with the transceiver

circuitry switched off if it has not been transmitting or receiving data for a while [110].

The maximum duration of DRX for conventional UEs such as smart phones can be

configured to be 2.56 s [195], after which the UE has to wake up to listen to the paging

channel. For cellular IoT devices, the maximum DRX durationis further increased to

44 min for LTE-M and 3 h for NB-IoT [136]. Even longer sleep periods of up to 12

days can be achieved by PSM [136]. A UE in PSM does not have to listen to the paging

channel, further reducing the power consumption when compared to DRX.

As seen in the base station power consumption models presented in Section 2.2.1,

the number of antennas has a strong effect on the total power consumption. A base sta-

tion with uncorrelated antennas typically operates in the closed-loop spatial multiplex-

ing transmission mode, TM4 [196], where the UEs closer to thecell edge are served

using the transmitter diversity. Spatial multiplexing is used only for UEs which have a

high SINR and reported a rank higher than one. When no UEs can beserved by spatial

multiplexing, it is an energy-efficient strategy to reduce the number of transmitting base

station antennas [123]. In this case, the power consumptiondrastically reduces, but the

cell throughput only slightly decreases because the UEs start to use a smaller modu-

lation order or lower code rate. In addition, the probability of correctly decoding the

broadcast channels is slightly reduced. However, this can be compensated by boosting

the transmission power of the remaining antennas such that the total transmitted power

constraint is still fulfilled [27].
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Millimeter wave access is a key to reach really high data rates in small cells with

the use of very wide bandwidths (up to 1-2 GHz). Massive MIMO has the potential

to fit millimeter wave communications very well. The shorterwavelengths at higher

frequencies reduce the sizes of large antenna arrays to be more practical. Additionally,

the high array gain of massive MIMO can partially compensatefor the increased path

losses from the millimeter wave propagation [25]. However,the power consumption

in the RF circuits, which is dominated by the maximum operational frequency [25],

increases. Because of this potentially large increase in the power consumption, it is

estimated that conventional fully digital beamforming architecture for massive MIMO

is not feasible at millimeter wave frequencies [134]. Thus,hybrid beamforming, where

the power consumption is reduced by connecting several antennas to a single RF chain,

has been proposed for millimeter wave communications [197]. The concept and bene-

fits of hybrid beamforming are further discussed in Section 2.2.4.

Component level solutions

As discussed earlier, the power amplifier is the most power consuming component

in conventional macro base stations. This has motivated theresearch and develop-

ment of high-efficiency Doherty and envelope tracking PAs for both base stations and

UEs [148, 156]. The challenge is how to design efficient PAs also for very high 5G

carrier frequencies and bandwidths. One promising solution is to implement the high

frequency PAs with the gallium nitride (GaN) technology [161, 198]. GaN PAs are

particularly promising for high carrier frequency and output power while still enabling

integrated and low cost design [161]. The conventional Doherty PAs architecture is not

suitable for very wide bandwidths mostly due to the impedance inverter which limits

the bandwidth [199]. To overcome this, the Doherty PA bandwidth extension has been

a hot research topic in recent years. GaN Doherty PAs using bandwidth extension have

been demonstrated to reach up to 60% efficiency at the 6 dB back-off and with input

signals of over 1 GHz bandwidth [199].

2.2.4 Energy-efficiency of MIMO communications

It is well known that MIMO systems can provide a significant gain in spectral efficiency

when compared to SIMO systems. However, when a realistic power consumption model

is considered, it is not obvious whether the additional transmitting antennas bring any

energy efficiency gain. This problem has been studied for transmitter diversity with and

without transmitter CSI in [200] and [201], respectively. In both cases, the transmission
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power was adapted to the path loss between the transmitter and the receiver, and trans-

mitter diversity was found to be more energy efficient than single antenna transmission

only with long link distances. At short link distances, the power budget is dominated

by the RF circuit power consumption, which is proportional to the number of transmit-

ting antennas. The energy efficiency of single-user open-loop spatial multiplexing has

been analyzed in [202], where it is shown that the energy efficiency is increased only

with a small number of transmitting antennas, and only when the transmission power

dominates the power consumption. Obviously, the conclusions presented in [202] are

very much dependent on the power consumption and channel models used in the anal-

ysis. With a different power consumption model, the number of antennas maximizing

the energy efficiency has shown to be up to ten, depending on the target spectral effi-

ciency [203].

Massive MIMO has the potential to significantly reduce the transmitted power levels

and, at the same time, improve the spectral efficiency per cell. In theory, this results in a

much higher energy efficiency that can be achieved with the current LTE systems [204].

However, when energy efficiency is considered, it is not justthe transmitted power but

rather the total power consumption that has to be taken into account. Energy efficiency

of massive MIMO, taking into account the total power consumption, have been studied,

e.g., in [28, 204–207]. A common conclusion in these studiesis that it is not optimal

to always use all the available base station antennas. In fact, it is possible to find the

number of antennas that maximize the energy efficiency for a given number of UEs [28].

Consequently, it is energy-efficient for massive MIMO systems to adapt the number of

antennas that are used for transmission and reception. A power consumption model

having a strong dependency on the number of antennas and the number of UEs is used

in [28]. Because of this, the energy efficiency optimal number of antennas and UEs are

in the same order of magnitude, resulting in significant inter-user interference, and the

simple MRT precoding or MRC detection do not perform well. Itis shown in [207] that

the energy efficiency for a given area can be improved by deploying a dense network of

small cells. However, this energy efficiency improvement saturates quickly as the base

station density increases. Then, the maximum energy efficiency can be reached by also

equipping the small cell base stations with a large number ofantennas [207].

The energy efficiency studies of massive MIMO have typicallyassumed fully dig-

ital MIMO precoding and detection [28, 205–207]. This requires that each antenna is

equipped with its own RF chain, which can be difficult to implement in practice because

of the high power consumption and cost. An alternative hybrid architecture combining

analog and digital beamforming has been proposed for massive MIMO in [208]. Ana-

log beamforming uses phase shifters to steer a beam towards the desired direction while
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minimizing the sidelobes to other directions. An analog beamformer is typically con-

nected to a single RF chain and is able to generate only a single beam at a time. In

digital beamforming, phase and amplitude weighting are already done during the digi-

tal baseband processing. Because each antenna has its own RFchain, it is possible to

generate multiple beams simultaneously. Hybrid beamforming has both a digital pre-

coder and analog beamformer with the number RF chainsNRF lower than the number of

antennas. The differences in these beamforming approachesfor multi-user communica-

tions are illustrated in Fig. 15. The number of simultaneously served UEs is restricted

to K ≤ N for digital and toK ≤ NRF < N for hybrid beamforming [209]. Hybrid beam-

forming can be implemented with a full-complexity structure where the input signal to

an antenna is a linear combination of allNRF transceiver output signals. This results

in the maximum array gain ofN with NNRF phase shifters [209, 210]. The complexity

of hybrid beamforming can be reduced by connecting each RF chain only toN/NRF

antennas. Now onlyN phase shifters are required with the maximum achievable array

gain ofN/NRF [209,210].

Hybrid beamforming provides a trade-off between the power consumption and the

sum-rate when compared to fully digital beamforming. The reduced number of RF

chains decreases both the power consumption and cost, whilesome of the achievable

capacity is lost by restrictingNRF if both the number of UEs and the channel rank are

higher thanNRF [211]. The energy efficiency of hybrid beamforming and the relation-

ship betweenN andNRF are studied in [210]. GivenN andK, the energy efficiency

optimalNRF is found using the sum capacity formula and a simplified powerconsump-

tion model. It is also recommended in [210] thatNRF should be adapted by switching

RF on and off depending on the traffic load, i.e., the number ofUEs requiring service

and their traffic pattern. The energy efficiencies of digitaland hybrid beamforming for

massive MIMO have been compared in [212] where simulation results are presented for

fixedK = 8. In this setting, the hybrid beamforming outperforms the fully digital archi-

tecture. However, as highlighted in [28], the energy efficiency with digital beamforming

is maximized with a much higher number of simultaneously served UEs.

It has been shown in [107] that the additive distortion noisefrom non-idealities in

the massive MIMO base station components, such as amplifier nonlinearity and finite

resolution quantization, vanish as the number of antennas is increased. The hardware

impairments are uncorrelated from the useful signal and addincoherently while the use-

ful signals add coherently. Thus, it is possible to decreasethe massive MIMO base

station complexity and power consumption by using low-precision hardware without

any significant effect on the cell sum rate. Especially reducing the quantization reso-

lution would significantly reduce the power consumption [26]. It has been analyzed
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in [213] that the energy efficiency of UL massive MIMO is maximized with an ADC

resolution of 4 to 8 bits. Different options for using low-precision hardware for massive

MIMO have been reviewed in [214].

In addition to hybrid beamforming and the use of low precision hardware compo-

nents, several other energy efficiency improvements have been proposed for massive

MIMO. Most of these methods focus on reducing the complexityof MIMO process-

ing or reducing the power consumption in RF circuitry or in power amplifiers. When

linear processing is used for MIMO precoding and detection,the complexity, and corre-

spondingly power consumption, is dominated by the matrix inversion. An approximate

matrix inversion method based on the Neumann series expansion has been proposed

in [215]. Unlike those methods based on QR decomposition, the proposed approximate

method does not require the calculation of square roots. In addition, it reduces the num-

ber of required division operators. The relative complexity of the method reduces as

the ratio of the number of antennas and the number of UEs is increased. An overview

on the approaches for improving the energy efficiency of massive MIMO can be found

from [204].

An emerging research trend is the application of a sparse antenna array [216] to

massive MIMO base stations. Sparse antenna arrays have inter-element spacing larger

than half a wavelength and are able to cover a larger aperturearea than conventional

arrays [216]. For massive MIMO, the potential benefit from sparse arrays is that the

number of antenna elements could be decreased without a decrease in capacity [217].

However, the large inter-element spacing causes grating lobes that can only be avoided

by careful design that forces the grating lobes to add destructively [218]. Sparse cylin-

drical arrays [217] and irregular linear arrays [219] have recently been proposed for

massive MIMO. Both of the proposed arrays have been shown to reach the same capac-

ity with less antennas for a small number of served UEs as the conventional arrays with

digital beamforming. However, a fair comparison between the digital beamforming

with the adaptive number of antennas, hybrid beamforming, and the digital beamform-

ing with sparse arrays is still missing.
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3 Summary of the original papers

This chapter provides a summary of Papers I-V that are appended at the end of this

thesis. The papers attempt to provide answers to the research questions presented in

Section 1.1. The papers present results from three different research projects spanning

seven years. As a result, the system model in the papers have evolved from simple

to more complex along with the project targets. The simple model in Papers I and II

makes it possible to apply the probability theory for the accurate analysis. The 3GPP

guidelines for system modelling and simulations [220] are mostly followed in Paper III,

and the simulator is built upon the University of Vienna DL LTE Link Level Simulator

[221]. The energy efficiency problem in Papers IV and V cannotbe solved in the closed

form and the standard Matlab numerical optimization functions are used instead. The

system model evolution and the research methods used are summarized in Table 3.

This chapter is divided into two main sections. Section 3.1 summarizes the results

of Papers I and II and provides novel approaches for power amplifier-aware link perfor-

mance analysis. The proposed energy efficiency improvements from Papers III-V are

summarized in Section 3.2.

3.1 Power amplifier-aware performance analysis of spatial d iversity
links

The average PA efficiency measures how efficiently the power drawn from a DC supply

is converted into transmitted RF power for a varying amplitude input signal. Paper I

extends the earlier work on analyzing the average PA efficiency [29–31] by considering

the effect of spatial diversity methods on the distributionof the transmitted power. In

Table 3. Scope and research methods of the original papers.

Paper I II III IV V

Studied
system

Single link Single link Multi-cell
network

Multi-cell
network

Multi-cell
network

MIMO
methods

Diversity Diversity SU-MIMO MU-MIMO MU-MIMO

Power
consump.
model

Power
amplifier

Power
amplifier

Base station Base station
and UEs

Base station
and UEs

Research
methods

Analysis Analysis Simulation Numerical
optimization

Numerical
optimization
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particular, several previously unpublished pdfs for the transmitted power are presented.

These pdfs can be applied not only to the PA efficiency analysis but also to the PAPR

analysis. The analytical tools presented in Paper I can be used for comparing different

PA designs for a given system or for guiding the PA design worksuch that the energy

efficiency of the given system can be improved.

Paper II further combines the analysis of the PA efficiency with the BER analy-

sis. BER as a function of received SNR essentially measures how well the receiver is

matched to the channel, but does not consider the consumed energy at the transmitter. A

new metric PA input SNR is proposed in Paper II that is defined as the ratio of mean PA

input energy from a DC supply and the receiver noise density.When BER is presented

as a function of average PA input SNR, it is possible to evaluate which transmission and

reception methods reach the target BER with the least PA input energy.

3.1.1 System model

Some alternative assumptions and extensions are used when reproducing the results for

this Section when compared to the original papers. The purpose of this is to increase

the realism to the system model and also to provide new insights and conclusions from

the results. The differences to the original papers are listed below for clarity:

– The cut-off value for truncated channel inversion (TCI) isset such that the received

power during transmission is constant. Instead of traditional average transmitted

power constraint, the maximum transmitted power is constrained, which guarantees

that the soft-limiting PA is not driven to saturation and thetransmitted signal is undis-

torted.

– As discussed in Section 2.2.1, two different definitions have been used for the average

PA efficiency. The average PA efficiency results have been reproduced using the

definition (42), which is the preferred one.

– Results are also presented for the Doherty and envelope tracking PAs that are widely

used in modern base stations.

– The trade-off between the energy and spectral efficiency isillustrated by providing

both the average PA efficiency and the TCI outage probabilityas a function of PA

maximum output power, which is a system design parameter.

– BER as a function of PA input SNR is also compared for different TCI outage proba-

bilities.

In papers I and II, a complex baseband equivalent of a MIMO link is considered. A

block diagram of the system under study at timeκ is shown in Fig. 16. The input signal
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samples are assumed to have constant unit amplitudes,|x(κ)|= 1, which is fulfilled by,

e.g., phase shift keying (PSK) modulation. In general, PSK modulation has constant

amplitude at the PA input only with unfiltered square pulses.The channel is modelled

according to the Rayleigh or Rician block fading model wherethe channel state is con-

stant for a duration of a symbol. Single-carrier and OFDM transmitters are considered

for flat and frequency-selective fading, respectively. In the case of the OFDM transmit-

ter, the multiplication by the power control or transmitterdiversity coefficients is carried

out for each subcarrier independently. Inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) is applied

and the cyclic prefix is added before the transmitted signal amplification. The frequency

selectivity of the channel is modelled according to the tapped delay line model with the

exponential power-delay profile [222].

In the SIMO case, the input signal is multiplied by the power control coefficient

λ (κ) that is selected based on either the water-filling (WF) or TCI principle. WF maxi-

mizes the link capacity in flat fading channels [223] by setting the power control coeffi-

cient as

λwf(κ) =







√

1/µwf−1/g(κ), g(κ)≥ µwf

0, g(κ)< µwf

, (63)

whereg(κ) is the channel gain after diversity combinining at the receiver andµwf is the

power control cut-off value solved from
∫ ∞

0
min

(

Pmax,G|λ |2
)

fg(g)dg= PTx. (64)

According to (64), the instantaneous transmitted power is constrained byPmax and the

average transmitted power is constrained byPTx where the averaging is done over all the

possible channel gains. PAs are modelled according to the soft limiter model with the

maximum output power ofPmax, which sets the instantaneous power constraint. It can
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be seen from (63) and (64) thatPTx <Pmax if the WF cut-off value is set asµwf >G/Pmax.

TCI allocates power inversely proportional to the channel gain by setting the TCI power

control coefficient as

λtci(κ) =







√

e/g(κ), g(κ)≥ µtci

0, g(κ)< µtci

, (65)

wheree is a constant solved from (64) and the cut-off valueµtci is set according to a

target outage probability. When the average transmitted power is constrained as in (64),

the PA can be driven to saturation and the average received power during transmission

is not constant. An alternative way to define TCI parameters is to set a target constant

received power during transmissionP̃rx = eG that can be fulfilled with a cut-off value

of µtci = eG/Pmax. This also guarantees that the soft-limiting PA is never driven to

saturation, i.e., the cut-off is done for those channel states that would require more

transmission power thanPmax for channel inversion.

In Rician fading, the subchannel power gain is noncentrallychi-square distributed

with two degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameterξ 2 that equals the power

of the line-of-sight (LOS) component [119]. The sum ofM independent noncentrally

chi-square distributed random variables with two degrees of freedom and the common

noncentrality parameterξ 2 is also noncentrally chi-square distributed with 2M degrees

of freedom and the noncentrality parameterMξ 2 [224]. Thus, the pdf and cumulative

distribution function (cdf) of the combined channel gaing after MRC in Rician fading

can be given as [225]

fg(g) =
1

2σ2
h

(

g
Mξ 2

)M−1
2

e
− g+Mξ2

2σ2
h · IM−1

(√

Mξ 2g

σ4
h

)

(66)

and

Fg(g) = 1−QM

(√
Mξ
σh

,

√
g

σh

)

, (67)

where 2σ2
h is the average power of the non-line-of-sight (NLOS) components. Rayleigh

fading is a special case of Rician fading without the LOS component. The pdf ofg after

MRC in Rayleigh fading can be derived from (16) by settingγ = g andγm = 2σh. The

cdf in (67) can be applied to Rayleigh fading by settingξ = 0.

In the MIMO case, the effect of fading is mitigated by spatialdiversity at the trans-

mitter. The transmitter filtering vector is set according toMRT, EGT, or AS. The

receiver estimates the channel coefficients, performs MRC,and feeds back channel in-

formation to the transmitter. The full channel estimates are required for MRT, while
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EGT requires only the phases of the channel coefficients. Theindex of the antenna

with the highest sub-channel gain is enough for AS. The powercontrol requires the

combined channel gain as the feedback.

3.1.2 Average power amplifier efficiency

There have been two different definitions for the average PA efficiency in the literature,

(42) and (43). It should be noted that (43) is applicable as such only whenPTx is nonzero

becauseη(PTx) is undefined whenPTx = 0. The power control used in Papers I and II

often results in outages, i.e.,PTx = 0, and thus the expected value of PA efficiency is

re-defined as

E[η ] =
∫ Pmax

0+
η(p) fPTx(p)dp=

1
1−P(PTx = 0)

∫ Pmax

0
η̃(p) fPTx(p)dp, (68)

where

η̃(PTx) =







0, PTx = 0

η(PTx), PTx > 0
. (69)

In Papers I and II, the definition (68) is used for average PA efficiency. However, as

discussed in Section 2.2.1, the definition (42) is preferredand thus the numerical inte-

gration is repeated using (42). Unless otherwise stated, the definition (42) is used in

this section. Regardless of which one of the definitions is used, the knowledge of the

transmitted power pdfs is essential. In addition, the numerical results in this section are

presented for Doherty and envelope tracking PAs instead of class-G PAs because they

are far more commonly used in cellular communications. The parameter values and

assumptions used in Section 3.1 are listed in Table 4. The TCIparameters are set such

that the target received power is constant and the outage probability varies depending

on the selected PA maximum output power. The results for a given average transmitted

power constraint and a selected outage probability are presented in Papers I and II. In

each result figure, the solid line represents analytically calculated values while markers

represent values from simulations.

Constant envelope input signal

The transmitted power from a PA is given by

PTx(k) = min(Pmax,G|sn(k)|2), (70)

wheresn(k) is the signal after power control or transmitter diversity filtering. The trans-

mitted power pdfs for WF and TCI in the single-input single-output (SISO) case are
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Table 4. Parameter values and assumptions used in Section 3. 1.

Parameter Value

PA power gain G= 1

Average subchannel gain in Rayleigh fading |hm|2 = 2σ2
h = 1/4

Average subchannel gain in Rician fading |hm|2 = 2σ2
h +ξ 2 = 1/12+1/6= 1/4

Target received power P̃rx = eG= M|hm|2

TCI cut-off value µtci = eG/Pmax = M|hm|2/Pmax

Number of Doherty PA peaking amplifiers b−1= 1

Envelope tracking PA parameter ϑ = 0.0082

Maximum efficiency of the envelope tracking
PA

η(Pmax) = π/4

presented in [31, Eqs. (11)-(14)]. These can be applied to the SIMO case by using

appropriate distributions for the combined channel gain given in (66) and (67).

The differences in the definitions for the average PA efficiency in the SIMO case

are illustrated in Fig. 17 where the average PA efficiency using Eqs. (68) and (42) as a

function ofPmax is shown in Rayleigh fading for TCI and class-B PAs. It can be seen in

Fig. 17 that the average PA efficiency definition from (42) results in higher values for

all SIMO configurations. This similar behaviour could also be seen for Rician fading

and for the other PA types. As expected, the average PA efficiency decreases asPmax is

increased because the PA operates further from the most efficient region. However, the

lower PA maximum output power also results in the higher outage probability because

no transmission is done when more transmission power thanPmax would be required to

invert the channel. This is shown in Fig. 18 where the outage probability for TCI in

Rayleigh fading is drawn as a function ofPmax. Because the outage probability affects

the link throughput and the average PA efficiency is related to the power consumption,

Figs. 17 and 18 can be seen as examples on the trade-off between the spectral and

energy efficiency.

It can be seen in Fig. 17 that higherM results in a higher average efficiency for low

Pmax while the highest average efficiency in highPmax can be reached with SISO. This

can be explained by the shape of the transmitted power pdfs. Ahigh average PA effi-

ciency is achieved when the probability mass of the transmitted power is concentrated

close toPmax. The transmitted power pdfs for TCI whenPmax = 5 W andPmax = 1.1

W are shown in Figs. 19 and 20, respectively. The peaks of the pdfs are at the same

point andPmax determines the point where the tail of the pdf is cut off. Higher Pmax

includes more of the tail pdf that is most significant for SISOand, correspondingly, the

best average PA efficiency is achieved with SISO with highPmax.
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Fig. 17. Average efficiency for class-B PAs as a function of Pmax for 1×M SIMO link with TCI
power control in Rayleigh fading.
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Fig. 18. Outage probability as a function of Pmax for TCI power control in Rayleigh fading.
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Fig. 19. Transmitted power pdf for TCI power control in Rayleig h fading when Pmax = 5 W.
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Fig. 20. Transmitted power pdf for TCI power control in Rayleig h fading when Pmax = 1.1 W.
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Fig. 21. Average efficiency for TCI power control with M = 2 as a function of Pmax .

The different PA types and channel models are compared in terms of average PA

efficiency in Fig. 21 for TCI andM = 2. It can be seen in Fig. 21 that the average PA

efficiency is slightly better in Rayleigh fading with highPmax because the probability

mass is concentrated closer to zero in Rician fading as seen in Fig. 19. As expected,

the modern envelope tracking and Doherty PAs clearly outperform classic class-A and

class-B PAs. The envelope tracking PA provides the almost constant average PA effi-

ciency independent of the output power back-off and the fading distribution, which is a

great benefit for the system design.

In the case with multiple transmitting antennas, the transmitted per-antenna power

for EGT is constant and the maximum PA output power can be set to Pmax = PTx for

maximum PA efficiency. In the case of MRT, the PA saturation can be avoided by

settingPmax= NPTx. If the receiver only has a single antenna, the transmitted power in

Rician fading can be given as

PTx,n(k) = Pmax
|h1,n(k)|2

∑N
i=1 |h1,i(k)|2

= Pmax
|h1,n(k)|2

|h1,n(k)|2+∑i 6=n |h1,i(k)|2
= Pmax

Y1

Y1+Y2
, (71)

whereY1 is noncentrally chi-square distributed with 2 degrees of freedom and noncen-

trality parameterξ 2. Y2 is noncentrally chi-square distributed with 2(N−1) degrees of

freedom and noncentrality parameter(N−1)ξ 2. According to Theorem 1 from [226],
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Fig. 22. Per-antenna transmitted power pdf for MRT when Pmax = 1 W.

Y1/(Y1+Y2) is doubly noncentral beta distributed with the pdf

fPTx(P) =
1

Pmax
e

(

−Nξ2

2σ2

)

∞

∑
i=0

2F1

(

−i,−i;N−1;
(N−1)(1−P/Pmax)

P/Pmax

)

×
(

ξ 2/(2σ2)
)i

i!
(P/Pmax)

i(1−P/Pmax)
N−2

B(i +1,N−1)
, 0< P< Pmax,

(72)

where2F1(a,b;c;z) is the ordinary hypergeometric function andB(x,y) is the beta func-

tion. The transmitted power pdf for MISO MRT in Rayleigh fading can be derived from

(72) by settingξ = 0. The resulting pdf has a simple form

fPTx(P) =
N−1
Pmax

(

1− P
Pmax

)N−2

, 0< P< Pmax. (73)

When there are multiple receiving antennas, the transmittedpower from an antenna is

the squared amplitude of an element in the principal singular vector ofHHH, see Section

2.1.1. For Rayleigh fading, the power distribution of the principal singular vector is the

same for MISO and MIMO MRT [227]. For MIMO-MRT in Rician fading, there are

no readily applicable results for the transmitted power distribution but (72) provides a

good approximation. This is illustrated in Fig. 22 where thepdfs of the per-antenna

transmitted power are shown for MRT whenPmax= 1 W.
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Fig. 23. Average PA efficiency for MISO-MRT when Pmax = 1 W.

The average PA efficiency as a function ofN for MISO-MRT is shown in Fig. 23. As

expected, the average PA efficiency decreases as the number of transmitting antennas

is increased because the average per-antenna transmitted power decreases whilePmax

has to be kept constant to avoid PA saturation. The average efficiency of the class-A

PA is equal for all fading distributions becauseE[PTx] = Pmax/N and the PA power

consumption is constantPPA = 2Pmax.

OFDM input signal

The channel frequency response in OFDM is typically correlated between adjacent sub-

carriers. When the power control or transmitter diversity isdone subcarrierwise before

the IFFT operation, the transmitted power can be given as thesum of dependent random

variables. In general, for the distribution of the sum of dependent random variables, the

knowledge of the joint pdf of all added random variables is required. Thus, the accurate

mathematical analysis soon becomes intractable as the number of subcarriers increases.

The extreme cases in the channel frequency selectivity are flat fading, i.e., the same

channel frequency response for all subcarriers, and the very small channel coherence

bandwidth, when the subchannel frequency responses can be assumed to be indepen-

dent. These extreme cases for a SIMO OFDM system with TCI and Rayleigh fading

are analyzed in Paper II, Section III.B. Based on the analysis in Paper II, it can be
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concluded that, for TCI, the average PA efficiency increasesas the channel frequency

selectivity is increased.

3.1.3 Capturing the effect of the power amplifier efficiency i nto the
link performance analysis

The average PA efficiency is a useful metric for evaluating how well the transmitter

converts DC-input power to transmitted RF power. However, it provides no information

on how well the transmitted signal is matched to the channel.For analyzing how much

energy is required for signal amplification for the target error performance level, a new

metric for transceiver energy efficiency is defined in Paper II: BER as a function of

average PA input SNR. PA input SNR per symbolγPA is defined as the ratio of the PA

input energy per symbol from the power supplyEPA to the receiver noise density. The

average PA input SNR can also be given as the power ratio

γPA =
EPA

σ2 =
PPA

(1−P(PTx = 0))σ2Rs
, (74)

where the term 1/(1−P(PTx = 0)) removes the effect of outages andRs is the symbol

rate. The average PA input power from the power supply can be calculated from the

distribution ofPPA, as in Paper II, or from the distribution ofPTx:

PPA =
∫ Pmax

0
PPA(p) fPTx(p)dp. (75)

When power control is used, BER given in (18) should be multiplied by the term 1/(1−
P(PTx = 0)) to remove the effect of outages.

PA input SNR is a useful metric for analyzing the energy efficiency of different

combinations of power-adaptive transmission methods and PAs. This is illustrated in

Fig. 24 where BER as a function of average PA input SNR is shownfor 1×4 SIMO

and BPSK with and without TCI in Rayleigh fading. The TCI outage probability is

set to 10% which can be achieved withPmax= 2.2925 W. The results for the ideal PA

with 100% efficiency for all output powers are also shown in Fig. 24 as a reference. At

maximum output power, class-B PAs consume 4/π times the maximum output power;

see (47). This explains the 10· log10(4/π) ≈ 1.05 dB loss in the BER curves for the

cases without power control. With ideal PA, TCI provides a clear gain in the BER.

However, the gain from power control is diminished by the nonideal efficiency of the

class-B PA. In fact, TCI power control with an outage probability of 10% is harmful at

low received SNR with class-B PAs.

It can be seen in Fig. 18 that the requiredPmax increases for the decreasing target

outage probability. Thus, making the target outage probability smaller causes a reduced
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Fig. 24. BER as a function of PA input SNR for 1×4 receiver diversity and BPSK in Rayleigh
fading.

PA average efficiency and correspondingly higher power consumption. This is illus-

trated in Fig. 25 where BER as a function of PA input SNR is shown for different TCI

outage probabilities with BPSK, 1×4 SIMO, class-B PA, and Rayleigh fading. Fig. 25

provides a good example on how using PA input SNR instead of conventional received

SNR captures the effect of PA inefficiencies to the performance analysis and provides

completely different conclusions on which method should beused for energy-efficient

transmission.

As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, the average per-antenna transmitted power when

using MRT transmitter diversity is the total transmitted power divided by the number

of antennas. However, in some rare cases, MRT transmitter filtering coefficients are

set such that almost the whole available power is transmitted through a single antenna.

Thus, the PAs have to be dimensioned according to the maximumtotal transmitted

power, which reduces the average efficiency and increases the PA power consumption.

An example of this can be seen in Fig. 26 where BER as a functionof PA input SNR

for MRC, MRT, and EGT are shown in Rayleigh fading. With the ideal PA, MRT has

the same performance as MRC and EGT has up to 1.049 dB loss compared to them,

see Section 2.1.1. When class-B PAs are used, MRT performs worst with approx. 4

dB loss when compared to the ideal case. Because the per-antenna transmitted power

is constant with MRC and EGT, their performance loss is only 10 · log10(4/π) ≈ 1.05
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Fig. 25. BER as a function of PA input SNR for 1×4 receiver diversity, BPSK, class-B PA, and
TCI with different outage probabilities in Rayleigh fading.

dB, which is due to the maximum efficiency of class-B PA 78.5% at Pmax. When using

more efficient Doherty PA, MRT still performs slightly better than EGT whenN = 4.

However, the performance of MRT becomes worse when comparedto EGT asN is

increased because the PAPR of the PA input signal also increases.

3.2 Energy efficiency improvements for base stations

As discussed in Section 2.2, base stations are the main contributors to cellular system

power consumption and thus improving their energy efficiency has been a hot topic

for the past decade. During the same decade, LTE-A systems were standardized and

eventually taken into use. One of the proposed new techniques for LTE-A was CoMP,

which provides macroscopic diversity for cell edge UEs and inter-cell interference re-

duction [20]. As the energy efficiency was not the main designgoal for different CoMP

variants, it is important to evaluate CoMP energy efficiencyand propose potential im-

provements. Section 3.2.1 summarizes an energy-efficient DPS method for CoMP and

distributed antenna systems presented in Paper III.

More recently, massive MIMO has been identified as the key enabler for the very

high area spectral efficiency required for 5G [22]. As discussed in Section 2.2.4, mas-

sive MIMO implemented using digital beamforming requires an adaptation of the num-
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Fig. 26. BER as a function of PA input SNR for BPSK and differen t spatial diversity variants
in Rayleigh fading.

ber of actively transmitting and receiving antennas to keepthe energy efficiency high

independent of the number of served UEs in the cell. Section 3.2.2 provides a summary

on the proposed methods from Papers IV and V for such load-adaptive massive MIMO

base stations whose number of antennas is adapted.

3.2.1 Improving energy efficiency of DTX-enabled distribut ed antenna
systems

The signals transmitted from or received at several geographically separated transmis-

sion points (TPs) are jointly processed in a CoMP system. Cooperating TPs can be

base stations, remote radio heads (RRHs), or distributed antennas. The objective in

Paper III is to improve the energy efficiency of a CoMP system based on distributed

antennas such that the cell edge spectral efficiency is not degraded. The cell edge spec-

tral efficiency is defined as 5% point of the cdf of the user physical layer throughput

divided by the channel bandwidth [228]. The simplest CoMP variant is DPS where

the TP serving the UE can be dynamically switched based on thechannel conditions

and system load. Paper III proposes that a static inter-cellagreement on which TPs are

simultaneously transmitting is used together with DPS to reduce inter-cell interference.

In addition, if enhanced cell DTX from [193] is used, a significant power consump-
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tion saving can be achieved by deactivating PAs and most of the RF components. The

method is fully compatible with the LTE-A standard but it canalso be applied to any

distributed antenna system with no need for intercell signalling during runtime. Unlike

most of the proposed energy efficiency improvements for cellular communications, the

method proposed in Paper III is also applicable under a heavytraffic load.

System model

The system under study is the DL of a multi-cell FDD LTE-A system with full frequency

reuse. Each base station is equipped withNc ·N antennas. In the distributed scenario,

each cell hasN−1 low power RRHs and one antenna at the base station, while allN an-

tennas per cell are at the base station in the localized scenario. The distributed scenario

corresponds to the CoMP scenario 4 where low power RRHs belong to the same cell

as the base station [220]. The antenna indexn= 1 refers to the base station antenna in

the distributed scenario. The system layout for the distributed 3-sector deployment with

N = 2 is shown in Fig. 27 where the green arrows correspond to the payload signals

and the red dashed arrows to the interfering signals from themost dominant interferers.

As briefly reviewed in Section 2.1.3, DL multi-antenna transmission in LTE-A is

based on transmission modes. TM 4 closed-loop spatial multiplexing, which targets the

maximum single-UE data rate, is used as the reference in Paper III. For DPS, TM 10,

which is designed for CoMP transmission, is used. The modulation and coding scheme

is adapted based on the channel quality indicator (CQI) thatis reported by UEs. The UE

receiving TM 4 transmissions also feeds back RI and PMI for selecting the number of

layers and the best precoder, respectively. All the indicators are derived at the UE based

on the received post-processing SINR. Paper III uses the procedure for mapping the

post-processing SINR to CQI, RI, and PMI from [229]. For CQI,the post-processing

SINR is first converted to the effective SNR [229] and then mapped to a CQI index

according to Table 1 in Paper III.

The complex frequency domain sample of the received signal for a UE is similar to

(23) with an additional term for the inter-cell interference and it can be given as

yyy= HHHWWWTxxxx+
I

∑
i=1

HHH iWWWTx,ixxxi +nnn, (76)

whereI is the number of dominant interfering cells. The transmitter filtering matrix

WWWTx is divided into theN×N diagonal power loading matrixΛΛΛ and theN×J precoding

matrixṼVV such thatWWWTx = ΛΛΛṼVV. The precoding matrix for TM 4 is given in [230]. When

TP x is selected by DPS, the precoding vector is simplyṼn = 1 whenn= x andṼn = 0

otherwise. LTE-A DL has no dynamic power control andΛΛΛ in the localized scenario is
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Fig. 27. Distributed system layout when Nc = 3 and N = 2. Reprinted by permission from
Paper III © [2015] Springer Nature.

fixed such thatΛn,n =
√

GeNB, n= 1, . . . ,N whereGeNB is the power gain of the base

station PA. In the distributed scenario,Λ1,1 =
√

NGeNB, Λn,n =
√

NGRRH, n= 2, . . . ,N

for TM 4 andΛ1,1 =
√

GeNB, Λn,n =
√

GRRH, n = 2, . . . ,N for DPS whereGRRH is

the power gain of the RRH PA. This kind of power allocation ensures that the average

transmitted power from a TP is equal in all scenarios.

The channel is modelled such that it enables accurate simulations in a sectorized

multi-cell system taking into account antenna gains and directional patterns, path loss,

shadowing, and multipath fading. The antenna directional pattern is modelled according

to [231] taking into account directionality in both horizontal and vertical domains. The

RRH antennas are assumed to be horizontally omnidirectional. Multipath fading is

modelled using the tapped delay line model with Rayleigh faded taps. The power-delay

profile is modelled according to the Urban Macro and Urban Micro clustered delay line

models [231] for base station and RRH links, respectively. In the time domain, the

channel is assumed to be block fading with the channel block duration of 10 ms that

equals the length of an LTE frame. The details of the channel modelling are presented

in Section 2 of Paper III.
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The post-processing SINR for layerj γ̃ j is given by

γ̃ j =

∣
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wherewww′Rx, j is the jth row of the receiver filtering matrixWWWRx. The first and second

sum terms in the denominator correspond to the self-interference between layers and

the inter-cell interference, respectively. The spatial multiplexing detection is done by

linear MMSE filtering that is described in Section 2.1.2.

It is assumed that the number of UEs in a cell does not exceed the number of avail-

able DL control channel elements and all UEs can be scheduledfor each subframe.

PRBs are allocated according to the resource-fair principle [232] such that each sched-

uled UE during a subframe gets the same number of PRBs. The UEsare scheduled in

the descending order of the average potential throughput over the set of available PRBs

such that the PRBs with the highest CQI are allocated for the UE under scheduling.

Regarding base station sleep modes, it is assumed that the system supports a vari-

ant of enhanced cell DTX from [193]. When there are no UEs to be scheduled, only

synchronization, broadcast, and reference signals have tobe transmitted on subframes

0 and 5 while no signals are transmitted during the other subframes. As seen in Fig. 28,

this enables at maximum four milliseconds sleep modes for a set of the base station RF

components. The OPERA-Net base station power consumption model (54) is modified

in Paper III to support these kind of short sleep modes. The power consumption is given

by

PBS = PBB +
N

∑
n=1

(sTx,nanPRF,n+(1−sTx,n)(PRF,n+PPA (PTx,n))) , (78)

wherean, 0≤ an ≤ 1 indicates the fraction of the RF processing power consumption

during the sleep mode. The transmitted power from antennan at sampleκ is

PTx,n(κ) =
1√

NIFFT

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

NIFFT−1

∑
i=0

sn(κ)e
− j2π iκ

NIFFT

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

, (79)

whereNIFFT is the IFFT length. Power amplification is done with Doherty PAs with

b = 3 that are assumed to be linearized untilPmax. By choosing large enough input

power backoff,P(Pin > Pmax/G) ≈ 0 and the effects of the PA nonlinearities can be

ignored.
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Cell-specific reference signals Synchronization signals Physical broadcast channel

Subframe = 1 ms

Frame = 10 ms

4 subframes = 4 ms = max. sleep duration

Fig. 28. Transmitted DL signals from one of the six center PRB s when the enhanced cell DTX
is enabled and there is no data traffic.

Dynamic point selection with static TP activity agreement

Paper III proposes that DPS is used such that only a single TP per cell is transmitting

during a subframe. This effectively reduces both the power consumption, as the RF

components of the non-active TPs can enter short sleep modes, and also the number of

scheduled UEs per subframe. The sleep modes are not allowed on subframes 0 and 5

when the synchronization and broadcast signals are transmitted. In addition, Paper III

proposes that there is a static agreement between cells on which TPs are simultaneously

transmitting to avoid heavy inter-cell interference. Assuming each cell has the same

number of TPs, it is agreed that the TPs with the same index aresimultaneously trans-

mitting in each cell. This effectively ensures that the celledge UEs served by an RRH

are not interfered by strong signals from neighboring base stations.

For DPS, each UE needs to provide wideband CQI averaged over the channel band-

width for all the TPs in the cell. The reported CQI values for UE k are collected into

theN×1 vectorωωω(k) where the TP index of the highest CQI value is denoted byn(k)CQI.

Let ψψψ be theUDPS×1 vector of TP indices indicating which TP is transmitting atsub-

frameu whereUDPS is the DPS interval, i.e., the number of subframes during which the

selected TP for a UE is not changed. The proposed DPS algorithm with the static TP

activity agreement is given as follows

1. Set the TP activity indicator vectorψψψ according to the inter-cell agreement.

2. Set the subframe indexu= 0. Initialize the number of scheduled bits for each UE:

εk = 0 for k = 1, . . . ,K. Updateωωω(k) andn(k)CQI for k = 1, . . . ,K based on the latest

received CQI values.

3. Setn= ψu.

4. Fill the set of scheduled UEs for this subframe:X = {k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}|n = n(k)CQI,

εk < ε̃} whereε̃ is the target number of scheduled bits during the DPS interval.

5. If |X |= 0, refill the UE set:X = {k∈ {1, . . . ,K}|n= n(k)CQI}.
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6. Allocate the PRBs for the UEs inX as described earlier in this Section. Updateεk

for k∈X .

7. Setu= u+1. If u<U , go to Step 3, otherwise, go to Step 2.

The key design question is how to set up the TP activity indicator vectorψψψ . From

the power consumption point of view, the high power base station antenna should be

sleeping as often as possible. On the other hand, the UEs close to the base station

antenna typically have the highest CQI. Thus, from the sum rate point of view, the base

station antenna should be transmitting as often as possible. Based on the simulations,

a good approach is to set the fraction of active subframes forTP n to the same level as

the expected fraction of the UEs served by TPn. The duration of the DPS intervalU

should be set according to the periodicity of the wideband CQI reporting.

The proposed method is fully compatible with the LTE-A standard and can be ap-

plied to any distributed antenna system. Inter-cell coordination is based on a static

agreement that is decided offline and can be exchanged duringnetwork configuration.

Thus, there is no need for runtime backhaul signalling or data exchange. The best per-

formance is achieved under medium to heavy traffic loads. Under a low load, some TPs

may be active even if they do not have any UEs to serve. This obviously reduces the

energy efficiency.

Achievable energy efficiency improvement

The performance of DPS with the static TP activity agreementis evaluated by simula-

tions. The simulator is based on the University of Vienna DL LTE Link Level Simu-

lator [221] that has been extended to support multi-cell interference and channel mod-

elling in the sectorized multi-cell system. The Vienna DL LTE Link Level Simulator

was selected because it accurately models the transmitted DL LTE signal for PA power

consumption modelling.

The simulations were run with the parameter values shown in Table 5. The param-

eters for the channel model can be found in Table 2 in Paper III. The UE locations are

randomly drawn from the uniform distribution. The RRH locations can either be ran-

dom or optimized according to the principles presented in Section 4 of Paper III. The

TP activity indicator vector is set toψψψ = [1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1]T . Based on the offline

simulations, the best cell edge spectral efficiency was achieved by reserving 60% of the

subframes for base station transmission and 40% for RRH transmission.

The numerical results for the cell edge spectral efficiency and energy efficiency are

presented for eight different scenarios:
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Table 5. Parameter values for simulations in Paper III.

Parameter Value

Channel bandwidth 10 MHz

Digital baseband power consumption, PBB 23.33 W

DPS interval, U 10

Fraction of the RF processing power
consumption during sleep mode, a

0.1

IFFT length, NIFFT 1024

Inter-base station distance, dBS 500 m

Minimum base station-RRH distance 75 m

Minimum base station-UE distance, dmin 35 m

Minimum RRH-UE distance 10 m

Number of antennas per sector, N 2

Number of UE antennas, M 2

Noise power spectral density 3.16·10−20 W/Hz

Number of simulated subframes 100000

PA input power back-off, Pmax/(GE[Pin]) 15.85

RF processing power consumption per
antenna, PRF,n

75 W (base station), 37.5 W (RRH)

Transmitted power gain, G 39.81 (base station), 5.01 (RRH)

MIMO Localized scenario with TM 4 closed-loop spatial multiplexing.

DMIMO Distributed scenario with TM 4 closed-loop spatial multiplexing and the ran-

dom RRH location.

DPS-AR Proposed DPS method with̃ε = 0 and the random RRH location.

DPS-AO Proposed DPS method with̃ε = 0 and the optimized RRH location.

DPS-BR Proposed DPS method with the random RRH location.ε̃ is set to equal the

cell edge spectral efficiency in the MIMO scenario multiplied by the DPS interval

duration and the channel bandwidth.

DPS-BO Proposed DPS method with the optimized RRH location.ε̃ is the same as in

the DPS-BR scenario.

DPS-CR DPS method with no inter-cell agreement as described in Section 3.2 of Pa-

per III with the random RRH location.

DPS-CO DPS method with no inter-cell agreement as described in Section 3.2 of Pa-

per III with the optimized RRH location.

The cell edge spectral efficiency as a function of the number of UEs per cell and

Nc = 6 is shown in Fig. 29. The DMIMO scenario results in a worse cell edge spectral
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Fig. 29. Cell edge spectral efficiency as a function of number of UEs in the cell when Nc = 6.
Reprinted by permission from Paper III © [2015] Springer Nat ure.

efficiency than the MIMO scenario because the increased inter-cell interference cancels

out the gain from macro-diversity. DPS-Bx methods try to reach the MIMO scenario

cell edge spectral efficiency for all UEs which results in clearly the best cell edge spec-

tral efficiency. Even without any target per-UE rate, the proposed DPS method results

in approximately the same cell edge spectral efficiency as the MIMO scenario when

the RRH location is optimized. In the DPS-Cx cases, the levelof inter-cell interference

varies randomly between subframes lowering the cell edge spectral efficiency.

The energy efficiency as a function of the number of UEs per cell is shown in Fig.

30 for Nc = 6. The proposed DPS method achieves a significantly better energy effi-

ciency with (DPS-Bx) and without (DPS-Ax) any UE rate targets than the MIMO and

DMIMO scenarios that are based on TM 4. Setting a target for the UE rate allocates

more resources for the cell edge UEs and reduces the sum rate in the cell, which lowers

the energy efficiency. The channel rank is typically one in the DMIMO scenario and the

transmitter antennas are used for diversity instead of spatial multiplexing. This results

in the lower sum rate and correspondingly lower energy efficiency than in the MIMO

scenario.

The energy efficiency gain of the proposed method comes mainly from the reduced

power consumption that is achieved by switching off inactive RF components and PAs.

The amount of gain depends on what the fraction of the RF and PApower consump-
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Fig. 30. Energy efficiency as a function of number of UEs in the cell when Nc = 6. Reprinted
by permission from Paper III © [2015] Springer Nature.

tion is and how efficiently the sleep modes can be implemented. This is illustrated

in Fig. 31 where the energy efficiency gain over the MIMO scenario is shown for

DPS-AO,K = 10, andNc = 3 as a function of normalized load-independent RF power

PRF,1/(PBB +PRF,1+PRF,2) and sleep mode coefficienta. The RF power consumption

of the RRH is assumed to bePRF,2 = PRF,1/2. When the parameters in Table 5 are used,

the energy efficiency gain is approximately 35%, which is indicated by the x marker

in Fig. 31. When the normalized load-independent RF power exceeds a certain limit,

which is 22% in Fig. 31, the DPS-AO method brings an energy efficiency gain even

whena = 1, i.e., sleep modes cannot be implemented. On the other hand, when the

RF power consumption is not significant compared to the totalpower consumption, the

DPS-AO method provides an energy efficiency loss. The white area in Fig. 31 indicates

when the energy efficiency gain is negative and the DPS-AO method should not be used.

In this case, the baseband power consumption contributes toa significant fraction of the

total power consumption, which usually is the case only for the small cell base stations,

see Table 2.
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3.2.2 Reducing power consumption of load-adaptive massive MIMO

It has been shown in [28] that the energy efficiency in a digital beamforming massive

MIMO system is a concave function of the number of antennasN and number of UEs

K. In practice, this means that at the high values ofN andK, an additional antenna or

served UE increases the power consumption more than it increases the sum data rate.

The results from [28] indicate that, from the energy efficiency point of view, it is wise

to adapt the number of actively transmitting and receiving antennas to the number of

served UEs. On the other hand, at highK, it is not wise to schedule all the UEs at

the same time. Paper IV proposes a novel unequal PA dimensioning method for such

load-adaptive massive MIMO systems. The dimensioning method sets the maximum

output powers of PAs unequally according to the pre-calculated average per-antenna

transmission powers for a different number of UEs. The proposed method allows the

PAs to operate at a higher efficiency resulting in the PA powerconsumption reduction.

Paper V proposes that fractional time reuse [233] is appliedto multi-cell massive MIMO

systems with a large number of UEs. According to the idea in Paper V, UEs close to the

cell center are scheduled at different time slots than UEs close to the cell edge. When

the number of UEs is high, this clearly reduces the power consumption with only a
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slight degradation in the sum rate. The proposed cell splitting can be seen as a special

case of fractional time reuse [233]. However, unlike in [233], the cell splitting in Paper

V is actually trading off cell edge spectral efficiency for energy efficiency.

System model

Although the system models in Papers IV and V are very similar, there are some differ-

ences such as the grid for the base station locations, pilot reuse factor, the fraction of

time reserved for DL and UL transmission, and the limit to themaximum UE average

transmission power. To enable energy efficiency comparisonbetween papers IV and

V, the system model used in this section follows the assumptions and parameter values

from Paper V. Similarly, as in Section 3.1.1, additional results are provided to bring

new insight into Papers IV and V. The optimum number of antennas and the average

per-antenna transmission power as a function ofK are shown in Fig. 32 to motivate

the use of unequal PA dimensioning. In addition, the optimumnumber of antennas as

a function of cell edge UEs is shown in Fig. 38 to explain why setting a target UE rate

clearly decreases the energy efficiency.

The TDD system consists ofI +1 hexagonal cells, each having a base station with

omnidirectional antennas in the middle. The channel is assumed to be reciprocal and

static during a time-frequency block ofU symbols that is also set to be the frame length.

The firstτK symbols in the frame are reserved for UL pilots and the rest ofthe symbols

are evenly divided into UL and DL data symbols. The fraction of resources reserved

for pilots, UL, and DL are denoted byδp = (τK)/U , δu = (U + τK)/(2U), andδd =

(U − τK)/(2U), respectively. Each base station hasN antennas connected toN RF

chains that can be dynamically switched on and off dependingon the number of served

UEs such thatn≤ N antennas are active per frame. Single antenna UEs are uniformly

distributed over the cell. The number of UEs is Poisson distributed such that the mean

number of UEsK varies depending on the hour of the day as described in [174];see Fig.

11. UEk is considered a cell edge UE if its distance from the base station exceeds the

cell edge radiusr, otherwise it is considered a cell center UE. The channel is modelled

such that both path loss and Rayleigh multipath fading are considered. The channel

coefficient between base station antennan and UEk is complex Gaussian distributed as

hk,n∼ C N (0, l(d)) wherel(d) is the path loss at distanced.

The system is designed for maximum fairness such that each scheduled UE for a

frame has the same data rate for both UL and DL. This can be achieved by per-UE

power control combined with ZF precoding and detection described in [28], requiring

signalling of power control coefficients from the base station to the UEs. When the
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channel estimation errors are treated as noise, the resulting average achievable per-UE

rateRUE in serving cellb can be given as [28]

RUE = RUE,dl+RUE,ul

=
U− τK

U
Blog2
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,

(80)

whereAb⊂ {1, . . . , I +1} is the set of cells sharing the same pilot symbols as cellb and

Ii,b = E [l(di)/l(db)] is mean ratio of path losses between interfering base station i and

serving base stationb. The per-cell power control parameterρ is related to the average

transmitted power such that

ρ =
nPTx

Bσ2E
[

(l(db))
−1
]

K
=

PTx, UE

Bσ2E
[

(l(db))
−1
] . (81)

In cellular systems, the average base station and UE transmitted powersPTx andPTx,UE

are restricted giving an upper bound to per-cell power control parameter,ρmax.

The power consumption model used in Papers IV and V combines earlier models

for PAs [234], other base station components [28, 106], and UEs [184]. The system

average power consumption is given by

P=
PPA+PRF+PBB +POH

ηPS
+KPUE, (82)

wherePOH is the overhead power consumption of platform control and network pro-

cessing. The input signal to the PAs is approximated by a complex Gaussian process,

which is a valid assumption for the OFDM-based 5G waveform. Assuming that soft-

limiting class-B PAs are used, the average power consumption of base station PAs is

given as [234]

PPA =
2δdnPTx

√

Pmax/PTxerf
(

√

Pmax/PTx

)

√
π
(

1−e−Pmax/PTx

) . (83)

The RF circuit power consumption is modelled as

PRF = n(PFRQ+δdPRF,DL+δuPRF,UL)+
√

nPCLK , (84)
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wherePFRQ is the power required for frequency synthesis,PCLK is the power required

for clock generation, andPRF,DL andPRF,UL are the power consumption of RF circuits

required only for DL and UL, respectively. The digital baseband power consumption

can be given as

PBB = n(PMC +δpPSNC)+
KRUE

ηFEC
+KPMOD

(

RUE

R̆

)1.5

+
BK
(

K2

3 +3nK+n(1+2U)
)

ηDSPU
,

(85)

wherePMC is the power consumption of multicarrier processing,PSNC is the power

consumption of synchronization,ηFEC is the channel coding energy efficiency (in bit/J),

R̆ is the reference data rate,PMOD is the power consumption of modulation, andηDSP

is the energy efficiency of DSP (in FLOPS per W). Power consumption of overhead

processing is given as

POH =
√

nK0.2 (δdPCDL +δuPCUL)+RUE/ηNET, (86)

wherePCDL andPCUL are the platform control processing powers for DL and UL, re-

spectively. The energy efficiency for network processing isηNET (in bit/J). The UE

power consumption is modelled according to [184] that is described in Section 2.2.1.

The number of UEs in the cell varies dynamically and both the number of antennas

and the transmission power, which is a function ofρ , are adapted to maximize the

average energy efficiency. Given the cell edge radiusr, the number of cell edge UEsKe

and the total number of UEsK, the optimization problem can be formulated as

max
ne,nc≤N,

ρe,ρc≤ρmax

KeRUE,e+(K−Ke)RUE,c

Pe+Pc
, (87)

where subscriptseandc refer to the cell edge and center. The optimization variables in

(87) are both in the numerator and denominator making it intractable to find a closed-

form solution [28]. However, the numerical optimization can be done offline for all

possible values ofK. Let the optimum average energy efficiency solved from (87) be

ηEE,K,Ke
for givenK andKe. Then the average energy efficiency over the UE distribu-

tion is

ηEE =
∞

∑
k=0

k

∑
ke=0

ηEE,k,ke
pKe(ke|K = k)pK(k), (88)

where the probability mass functions for the number of UEs are given as

pK(k) = K
k
e−K/k! (89)

and

pKe(ke|K = k) =

(

k
ke

)(

1− Ac

A

)ke
(

Ac

A

)k−ke

, (90)
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Fig. 32. The optimum number of antennas and the average per-a ntenna transmission power
as a function of K.

where the cell area isA= 2
√

3(dBS/2)2−πd2
min and the cell center area isAc = πr2−

πd2
min. No cell splitting is considered in Paper IV, i.e.,r = dmin and all UEs are consid-

ered as cell edge UEs. This obviously simplifies Eqs. (87) and(88).

Unequal power amplifier dimensioning

When the number of antennas and base station transmission power are adapted accord-

ing to (87), the average per-antenna transmission powerPTx varies depending onK.

This is illustrated in Fig. 32 where the optimum number of antennas and the average

per-antenna transmission power are shown as a function ofK. The used set of pa-

rameters for Fig. 32 is the same as in Paper V except that the maximum average UE

transmission power is set toPTx,UEmax = 1.26 W, which is the maximum transmission

power for high-power UEs [235] such as terminals for fixed wireless access. It can be

seen that the optimumPTx has a dynamic range of over 10 dB. As the number of an-

tennas in massive MIMO base stations is large, it is not economically feasible to have

N PAs with a high efficiency over a wide dynamic range. Motivated by this, Paper IV

proposes that low-cost PAs for massive MIMO are dimensionedunequally.

For unequal PA dimensioning, the optimum number of antennasand the average per-

antenna transmission power are first solved offline using (87) for each possible value

of K. The maximum allowed number of simultaneously served UEsKmax is a system
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design parameter that depends on the maximum number of available base station an-

tennas. The optimum number of antennas and the average per-antenna transmission

power for each value ofK are stored intoK×1 vectorsñnn andP̃PPTx. As can be seen in

Fig. 32,ñk < ñk+1 andP̃Tx,k > P̃Tx,k+1. Now the maximum output powers for each PA

can be stored into ˜nKmax×1 vectorP̃PPmax such thatP̃max,n = ϕP̃Tx,1 for n= 1, . . . , ñ1 and

P̃max,n = ϕP̃Tx,k for n= ñk−1, . . . , ñk whenk= 2, . . . ,Kmax. The output power backoffϕ
is selected according to the PAPR of the transmitted signal.

When there areK served UEs in the cell, ˜nK PAs are active, ˜nKmax− ñK RF chains

can be put to sleep, and ˜nK − ñK−1 PAs operate at the smallest allowed backoff. Thus,

the proposed unequal PA dimensioning can reduce the PA powerconsumption without

any negative impacts on other system key performance indicators, such as the spectral

efficiency. The PA dimensioning can be done offline if the parameter values required

for solving (87) are known and the complexity during the run-time is not increased. The

amount of achieved energy efficiency gain from unequal PA dimensioning depends on

how significantly PAs contribute to the total system power consumption.

Cell splitting

It has been shown in [28] that the energy efficiency of massiveMIMO systems is con-

cave also with respect to the number of served UEs, i.e., there is a number of served UEs

KEE that maximizes the energy efficiency. WhenK > KEE, a straightforward solution

to preserve the maximum level of energy efficiency is to use round-robin scheduling

where onlyKEE UEs are scheduled for the same time slot and the probability of being

scheduled is the same for each UE. However, with this approach, the cell sum rate

does not increase with increasingK whenK > KEE, which is often not acceptable from

the operator point of view. As a solution for massive MIMO under high load, Paper

V proposes that UEs at the cell edge and center are scheduled at different frames and

the optimization in (87) is solved separately for the cell edge and center. In addition,

the base stations can agree that the same frames are used for the cell edge or center

throughout the network, which allows to use more aggressivepilot reuse patterns in the

cell centers due to reduced inter-cell interference. This is illustrated in Fig. 33 where

the cell centers useτc = 4 and the cell edgesτe = 7. Some additional energy efficiency

gain for the proposed cell splitting can be achieved by adapting the cell edge radiusr to

the total number of UEs in the cell.

The proposed cell splitting significantly reduces the powerconsumption because

bothn andK, both of which having strong dependence to the power consumption, are

reduced. The drawback of cell splitting is that the average UE rates, especially for
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cell edge UEs, are reduced because the available resources per UE are halved. The

cell edge UE rate reduction can be controlled by setting a rate constraintRUE,e≥ R̃ to

optimization problem (87). The achievableRUE,e depends on the number of available

antennasN and on the maximum allowed power control parameterρmax. GivenR̃ and

ρmax, the minimum amount of antennasnmin to reach the rate target can be solved from

(80) by settingRUE,e = R̃:

nmin =









νKeIPC2,eρmax− (ν IPC,eρmaxKeτe+ν)(1+KeρmaxIe)
ρmaxKeτe

ν IPC,eρmax−νρmax−ρmax
+Ke









, (91)

where

ν = 2
R̃U

B(U−τeKe) −1. (92)

If nmin > N, the rate target cannot be fulfilled. On the other hand, if thenumber of

antennas is fixed tone, the minimum per-cell power control coefficientρmin can also be

solved fromRUE,e = R̃:

ρmin =
−νKe(τeIPC,e+ Ie)±

√

(νKe(τeIPC,e+ Ie))
2−4ςν

2ς
, (93)

where

ς = νKeτe

(

(ne−Ke)IPC,e− (ne−Ke)+KeIeIPC,e−KeIPC2,e

)

−Keτe(ne−Ke). (94)
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When there are no positive roots from (93) orρmin > ρmax, the rate target cannot be

reached withne and the number of antennas have to be increased.

When the cell edge radiusr is quantized, it is possible to make an exhaustive search

for the optimal cell edge radius that maximizes the average energy efficiency given in

(88). Paper V presents a brute force algorithm that goes through all possible values

of r and optimizesne, nc, ρe, and ρc for each possible value ofKe when the total

number of UEsK is fixed. Because the algorithm has to be run for each value ofK, the

computational complexity is very high preventing it from running when the network is

operational, e.g., when the channel conditions change. Thecomplexity can be reduced

by fixing r and using alternating optimization for solvingne, nc, ρe, andρc. GivenK, r,

andKe, the alternating optimization to solvene andρe can be given as

1: Initialize nmin using (91)

2: ñ← 0

3: if nmin≤ N then
4: ne← N

5: while ne 6= ñ do
6: ñ← ne

7: Calculateρmin using (93)

8: Solve max
ρmin<ρe≤ρmax

(KeRUE,e)/Pe

9: Usingρe, solve max
nmin<ne≤n

(KeRUE,e)/Pe

10: end while
11: end if ⊲ If nmin > N, the rate target cannot be fulfilled.

The above algorithm has converged to a local optimum whenne is unchanged from the

previous iteration.nc andρc can be solved similarly with lower limits set toρmin = 0 and

nmin = Kc+1. It should be noted that the constraintsnmin andρmin actually reduce the

complexity because they reduce the search space for the numerical optimization. This is

illustrated in Table 6 where the relative execution times ofthe numerical optimization is

shown for different simplifications. The simplifications are sub-optimal when compared

to the brute force algorithm but the performance is only slightly degraded, as shown in

Fig. 6 of Paper V.

Energy efficiency gain from proposed load-adaptive massive MIMO methods

The energy efficiency gain from unequal PA dimensioning and cell splitting is shown

in this section. The numerical optimization is done using the Matlab fminbnd function.

The set of parameters used in the optimization are the same asin Table I of Paper V
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Table 6. Relative execution times of different simplificati ons.

Target rate Brute force Altern. opt. Fixed r Fixed r + Altern.
opt.

R̃= 0 100% 7.4% 0.58% 0.053%

R̃= 20 Mbps 27% 6.6% 0.28% 0.044%

R̃= 25 Mbps 17% 5.2% 0.24% 0.044%

with the exception thatPTx,UEmax = 1.26 W, which is the maximum transmission power

for 5G high-power UEs [235]. The conventional UE power classes have the maximum

transmission power of 200 mW, which limitsρmax and results in slightly lower average

energy efficiency values for low number of UEs. The number of available antennas is

limited toN = 1390 that is ten times the maximum number of UEsKmax in the cell.

Three cases are used as references to the methods proposed inPapers IV and V. In

the fixed case, the number of antennas is constantn=Kmax+1 and only the transmitted

power is adapted to the number of served UEs. In the adaptive case,n is also adapted

and the maximum PA output power is the same for alln PAs. In the round-robin case,

the maximum number of scheduled UEs is set toKEE and the number of antennas and

the transmitted power are adapted as in the adaptive case. IfK > KEE, the UEs are

scheduled periodically in the round-robin fashion such that the probability that a UE is

scheduled for a frame isKEE/K.

The average energy efficiency, power consumption, sum rate,and the cell edge UE

rate as a function of the average number of UEs during the busyhour are shown in

Figs. 34, 35, 36, and 37, respectively. The fixed case has the poorest average energy

efficiency over the whole range of UE density. The number of antennas per UE is high

in the fixed case when the UE density is low. This results in thehighest sum and cell

edge UE rates, but, on the other hand, also in the highest power consumption. When

the UE density is high, the fixed number of antennas does not provide enough spatial

separation between the UEs, which results in the reduced sumand cell edge UE rates. It

can be seen in Fig. 32 that the optimum number of UEs to be served with 140 antennas

is approx. 42. When the number of UEs varies over the daily traffic profile, the fixed

case achieves the energy efficiency comparable to other cases only for certain levels

of UE density. As seen in Fig. 34, the fixed case performs reasonably well when the

average number UEs during the busy hour is between 50 and 80.

Compared to the fixed case, the adaptive case increases the average energy effi-

ciency over the whole range of UE density. It can be seen in Figs. 35 and 36 that this

is achieved by the lower power consumption at low UE densities and by the higher sum
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Fig. 34. The average energy efficiency as a function of the ave rage number of UEs during
the busy hour.

rate at high UE densities. WhenK > KEE, the average energy efficiency in the adaptive

case starts to degrade, which can be seen in Fig. 34 as the concave shape of the curve.

The round-robin case overcomes this issue by scheduling only KEE, at maximum. As

seen in Fig. 36, the sum rate with the round-robin case saturates for high UE densities,

which is undesirable for most cellular operators.

The proposed unequal PA dimensioning provides an energy efficiency gain over the

adaptive case without any rate degradation. The energy efficiency gain comes from the

reduced PA power consumption resulting in the total power consumption reduction that

is visible in Fig. 35. If the operator can afford a relativelylow cell sum rate reduction

shown in Fig. 36, the proposed cell splitting method can significantly reduce the power

consumption, as visible in Fig. 35. The combined effect results in a significant energy

efficiency gain over the adaptive case, which is illustratedin Fig. 34. The power con-

sumption reduction with cell splitting is caused by decreasing n andK per time slot,

both of which have a nonlinear dependency on the power consumption. Cell splitting

effectively halves the available resources per UE droppingthe data rates as seen in Figs.

36 and 37. Setting a target UE rate increases both the cell edge UE and sum rates at the

price of increased power consumption, as shown in Fig. 35. The power consumption
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Fig. 35. The cell total power consumption as a function of the a verage number of UEs during
the busy hour.

increases faster than the sum rate when the target UE rate is increased, which results in

the loss of energy efficiency, see Fig. 34.

The per-UE target rate can be reached by increasing the number of antennas or by

reducing the cell edge radius, which improves the average channel gain for cell edge

UEs. This is illustrated in Fig. 38 wheren maximizing the average energy efficiency is

shown as a function ofKe. Without any targets for the UE rate, the optimum number

of antennas is significantly lower. Setting higherR̃ or increasingr both increase the

number of required antennas to meet the rate target. The number of cell edge UEs,

for which the rate target can no longer be fulfilled, is visible in Fig. 38 as a sudden

drop fromn = 1390 to zero. The required large number of antennas for highR̃ is the

main reason for the increased power consumption, see Fig. 35, and the reduced energy

efficiency visible in Fig. 34.
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4 Conclusions

4.1 Main findings and their significance

As seen in Table 2, the majority of the macro base station input power is consumed

by power amplifiers. Thus, it is essential to design the RF input signal and the PA

itself such that the PA operates as efficiently as possible. The average PA efficiency

measures how efficiently the power drawn from a DC input supply is converted to the

transmitted RF power for a varying amplitude input signal. Papers I and II extend the

existing analysis of the average PA efficiency [29–31] to systems where spatial diversity

affects the distribution of the input signal. After the publication of Papers I and II, the

the analysis of average efficiency was continued in [234] by Ochiai where the average

efficiencies of class-A and class-B PAs were derived for the Gaussian input signal and

for different linearity assumptions. There have been two different definitions for the

average PA efficiency in the scientific literature: the ratioof the mean output power

and the mean DC input power (42), and the mean of the instantaneous efficiency (43).

The use of (42) is preferred, as discussed in Section 2.2.1, and the results in this thesis

show that the definitions result in clearly different efficiency values when TCI is used

together with receiver diversity. The dimensioning of the PA, i.e., how the maximum

output powerPmax is set, affects both the average PA efficiency and the TCI outage

probability. From the average PA efficiency point of view, itis beneficial to have low

Pmax because the probability that the PA operates close to its saturation point increases.

On the other hand, the probability thatPmax is not enough to invert the channel increases

resulting in the higher outage probability. Thus, the PA dimensioning in TCI systems

is a trade-off between the energy and spectral efficiency. The transmitted power pdfs

for MISO MRT are presented in Papers I and II for both Rayleighand Rician fading.

These pdfs are then used to analyze the average PA efficiency of transmitter diversity

systems based on MRT. It is shown that the average PA efficiency decreases swiftly as

the number of transmitting antennasN is increased. The PAs have to be dimensioned

according to the worst case where all the power is transmitted from a single antenna,

but, on average, only 1/N of the power is transmitted from an antenna.

A new metric for transceiver energy efficiency, PA input SNR,is proposed in Paper

II. PA input SNR, defined as the ratio of the PA input energy persymbol and the receiver

noise density, captures the effect of the PA nonideal efficiency making it a useful metric

for analyzing different power-adaptive transmission methods and different PAs. This

thesis presents several examples on the usefulness of this metric when BER is given as
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a function of the average PA input SNR. It is shown that the gain from using TCI power

control diminishes when the nonideal efficiency of the PA is taken into account. In fact,

for class-B PAs, the use of TCI can be harmful if the target outage probability is set low

enough. PA input SNR is also useful for the analysis of transmitter diversity systems.

If ideal PAs are assumed, MISO MRT has the same performance asSIMO MRC when

the number of antennas is equal at the transmitter and at the receiver. However, the per-

formance of MRT degrades when real PAs are considered and thenumber of antennas

is increased. For example, whenN = M = 4 and class-B PAs are used, there is approxi-

mately 4 dB loss in BER vs. average PA input SNR when MISO MRT iscompared to

SIMO MRC. At the time of the writing of Paper II, the PA efficiency was rarely consid-

ered in the analysis of wireless links. Later on, the effect of the nonideal PA efficiency

was included in the analysis of the trade-off between the spectral and energy efficiency

of an OFDM link by Joung et al [236].

CoMP techniques use antennas at different geographical locations to improve the

UE data rates at the cell edge. The use of distributed antennas results in macroscopic

diversity and, additionally, the inter-cell interferencecan be reduced if neighboring base

stations co-operate in UE scheduling or beamforming. When the simplest CoMP tech-

nique DPS is used, the TP, i.e., a distributed antenna or a base station, serving the UE

can be dynamically changed according to the available resources and channel quality.

Paper III proposes a DPS method that decreases the power consumption by switching

off inactive RF chains and additionally reduces the interference by a static inter-cell

agreement on which TPs are simultaneously active. The idea of statically agreeing the

micro sleep schedules between neighbouring cells was presented in [237]. The pro-

posed DPS method in Paper III can be seen as an extension of theidea in [237] to

the scenarios with distributed antennas. Based on the performance simulations with a

high-power base station and a low-power RRH, the proposed method achieves a sig-

nificant energy efficiency gain over closed-loop spatial multiplexing while maintaining

the same level of cell edge spectral efficiency. The amount ofgain depends on how

significant RF and PA consumptions are and how efficiently themicro sleep modes can

be implemented. The cell edge spectral efficiency with the proposed DPS method can

be increased by allocating more resources to the UEs with thepoorest channel qual-

ity. However, this reduces the sum rate in the cell, which results in the lower energy

efficiency than with the resource fair scheduling.

Massive MIMO communications is an essential technology in 5G for reaching the

high area spectral efficiency. When the number of antennas is large enough, it is possi-

ble to focus very narrow beams and share the same time-frequency resources between

tens of UEs in the MU-MIMO fashion. When digital beamforming is used for massive
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MIMO, each antenna requires its own RF chain, which can increase the cost and the

power consumption of the base station considerably when thenumber of antennas is

very high. It has been shown in [28] that the energy efficiencyof massive MIMO base

stations using digital beamforming is a concave function ofboth the number of antennas

and UEs. This indicates that the number of antennas used for transmitting and receiving

should be adapted according to the number of UEs in the cell and, on the other hand, the

scheduling of all the UEs simultaneously is not always energy efficient. Motivated by

this, Papers IV and V propose two methods, unequal PA dimensioning and cell splitting,

for massive MIMO base stations with adaptive number of active antennas.

When both the number of antennas and the total transmitted power are adapted to

the number of served UEs, the average per-antenna transmission power has a very wide

dynamic range. Paper IV proposes that the PAs are dimensioned unequally such that a

subset of PAs is always operating at the smallest allowed backoff. It is shown in this

thesis that unequal PA dimensioning can reduce the PA power consumption without

any negative effect on the data rates. PA dimensioning for adaptive massive MIMO

has been earlier proposed in [238] where the same maximum output power is selected

for each PA. Unlike the method proposed in Paper IV, equal PA dimensioning in [238]

assumes that the daily traffic profile is already known when designing the PAs, which

may not be realistic in many cases. PA switching has been proposed in [239] where a

PA from a set of PAs with different maximum output power levels is selected to feed an

antenna. The unequal PA dimensioning method proposed in Paper IV can be seen as an

extension of [239] into massive MIMO systems with digital beamforming.

When the operator can afford a small reduction on the cell sum rate, cell splitting

proposed in Paper V is a very promising method that can achieve a significant energy

efficiency improvement. In cell splitting, the UEs are divided into cell center and edge

UEs according to their distance to the base station and scheduled at different time slots.

This effectively reduces the power consumption because thenumber of simultaneously

scheduled UEs has a significant impact on the cell total powerconsumption. Proposed

cell splitting can be seen as a special case of fractional time reuse [233] with only two

reuse sets. However, unlike [233], the method proposed in Paper V is actually trading

off cell edge spectral efficiency for energy efficiency. Obviously, cell splitting decreases

the per-UE rate especially for the cell edge UEs because the number of scheduled time

slots is halved, and the average channel gain is worse than without cell splitting. How-

ever, the cell edge UE rate reduction can be controlled by setting a minimum UE rate

constraint. The target UE rate can be reached by increasing the number of antennas

or by reducing the cell edge radius, which improves the average channel gain for the

cell edge UEs. It has been shown that the number of antennas required to reach the
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rate target increases very rapidly as the number cell edge UEs is increased. Although

setting the rate target slightly increases the sum rate for cell splitting, the increase in

power consumption is higher, resulting in the loss of energyefficiency.

4.2 Limitations and advantages

The PA-aware performance analysis of spatial diversity links presented in Section 3.1

considers only input signal with constant unit amplitude. However, the same analytical

methodology can also be applied to input signals with varying amplitude. Transmitter

diversity or power control is usually independent of the input signal amplitude enabling

simple analysis of the expected values for the average PA efficiency or the average PA

input SNR. The soft limiter model, which assumes linearity until the maximum output

power, is used for the PAs. In practice, many PAs are nonlinear and thus linearization

techniques are required before the soft limiter assumptioncan be used. The biggest

merit in Section 3.1 and in Paper II is the proposal of a new metric, PA input SNR,

that can be applied, e.g., to the BER analysis of power-adaptive transmission methods.

The comparison using BER as a function of the average PA inputSNR can provide

conclusions that cannot be made with the traditional SNR metrics because the effect of

nonideal PA efficiency is taken into account.

The numerical results for the DPS method presented in Section 3.2.1 are given only

for two transmission points. It would be straightforward toextended the results for

cases withN > 2. However, asN increases, the probability that one of the transmission

points is not serving any UEs also increases, reducing the cell sum rate and the energy

efficiency. Thus, the proposed DPS method is most efficient when the number of UEs

and the traffic load is high. This is also one of the advantagesof the method because

most of the energy efficiency improvements proposed in the literature for MIMO or

CoMP systems are only applicable under low traffic load. The numerical results in Pa-

per III assume the use of Doherty PAs. However, the use of other modern base station

PA types, such as envelope tracking PAs, would not have any significant difference in

the results because the average power consumption around the 12-dB input power back-

off is at a similar level. The classic, linear lower efficiency PAs, such as class-A and

class-B, are not used in practice with LTE base stations having high PAPR. However,

the energy efficiency gain from the proposed method should beeven higher with classic

PAs because the sleep modes of PAs would result in even higherpower consumption

savings. The proposed DPS method with the static TP activityagreement is fully com-

patible with the LTE-A standard and does not require the use of backhaul links between

base stations during network operation, which simplifies the network backhaul design.
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A closed-form expression of the per-UE rate is essential in the analysis of massive

MIMO systems. Papers IV and V use the expression (80) from [28], which takes into

account both the inter-cell interference and the channel estimation errors. However, (80)

only holds when ZF precoding and detection is used together with the channel inversion-

based power control that guarantees the same data rate for each UE. Although this kind

of maximal fairness is beneficial, it decreases the cell sum rate and may not be pre-

ferred in all cases. The proposed methods from Papers IV and Vare applicable also to

other power control strategies whose performance could then be evaluated by simula-

tions when no closed-form rate expression is available. Theunequal PA dimensioning

presented in Paper IV can decrease the massive MIMO base station power consumption

without any negative impact on the data rates. The channel model statistics are required

for the PA dimensioning, but no prior knowledge of the UE distribution is required.

The main advantage of the proposed cell splitting method in Paper V is that it can sig-

nificantly improve the average energy efficiency in massive MIMO systems based on

digital beamforming. In Papers IV and V, it is assumed that the massive MIMO is im-

plemented using digital beamforming, where each antenna has a dedicated PA. Due to

the large number of PAs, it is reasonable to assume that simple and cheap PAs, such as

the class-B PAs, are used. In case of more advanced PAs, such as Doherty or envelope

tracking, were used, the benefit from unequal PA dimensioning would diminish because

the PA efficiency remains at a good level over a wide dynamic range of the input signal.

In Paper V, most of the energy efficiency gain from cell splitting is due to the reduced

baseband, RF, and UE power consumption, while the PA power consumption has only

a minor effect. Thus, the change in the PA model would have no significant effect on

the results.

4.3 Applications of the results

Due to the long timespan of the thesis work, some system modelassumptions, espe-

cially in Papers I-III, start to be somewhat outdated. However, the proposed analytical

tools and methods themselves can also be applied to modern systems. The transmit-

ted power pdfs presented in Section 3.1.2 can be applied not only to the average PA

efficiency analysis but also to the PAPR analysis. The methodology for analyzing the

average PA efficiency can be applied to arbitrary power-adaptive transmission methods

to compare the different PA design choices. The PA input SNR proposed in Paper II

is a useful metric for the link energy efficiency analysis. BER as a function of average

PA input SNR can be used to evaluate which transmission method reaches the target

BER with the least PA input energy. The proposed DPS method with the static TP activ-
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ity agreement is fully compatible with the LTE-A standard but the basic idea can also

be applied to other distributed antenna systems. The unequal PA dimensioning and cell

splitting presented in Section 3.2.2 are applicable to massive MIMO base stations based

on digital beamforming. The unequal PA dimensioning shouldbe done during the base

station customization when the expected propagation environment is known.

4.4 Recommendations for further work

The energy efficiency and multi-antenna communications arestill very relevant topics

when the cellular networks are gradually being updated towards 5G. In particular, the

5G compatibility and required modifications for the proposed unequal PA dimensioning

and cell splitting methods should be further studied now when the first versions of the

5G standards are finalized. It would also be useful to comparethe energy efficiency of

the proposed methods to hybrid beamforming that is currently designed especially for

millimeter wave frequencies.

When the different definitions of the average PA efficiency were compared in Sec-

tion 3.1.2, it was found out that the definition (42) resultedin higher efficiency values

than the definition (43) when TCI is used. It would be interesting to analyze what

the main reasons are behind this and if the same behaviour canalso be seen for other

power-adaptive transmission methods. The proposed DPS method with the static TP ac-

tivity agreement performs well with a small number of TPs, asshown in Section 3.2.1.

One potential further work direction would be to optimize the number of RRHs in DPS

taking into account the expected UE density.
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